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THE NEW S.G.A. 
By Patricia M. McGinnis and 
Kim Murphy 
Student Government 
Associations Elections, more: 
than any other event besides 
Commencement, signal the· 
closing of yet another school 
year. Before the students 
leave for ~their long awaited 
(and much deserved) vaca-
tion, it is essential that the 
student body know who 
makes up their government, 
for it is their government. 
Matthew Peter Donoghue, 
newly elected Student Trus-
tee, has been extremely 
active in student government 
since he has been at BSC. 
Says Donoghue about the 
important position as Trus-
tee: "I intend to realize the 
full potential of Student Trus-
tee. I will be setting office 
hours in the Student Union 
and I expect to hear from 
e· '",.'idllia. w ber.."of t~e,~Q)Ql;~~~:~''f~~,~~-~;';~~!1 J. ~f.!~t.:Jn, . .>:,.,ff 
community any time . tney 1 and Nadfne·Luias~· ,,. !;/· ·, 1 .1''.1'•{, 
have . ideas, complaints, or · <';J 
suggestions. One of the first earned. If I do one thing, I'm 
things I'm going to get to going to make sure students 
work on is revising the traffic are never thrown out of their 
and parkingpolicy'. I'm going dormitories before their judi-
to work with Student Servi- cial board hearings, ·because 
ces in developing a consist- in this country, you are inno-
ant policy as far as dormitory cent until proven guilty and 




§ Last Saturday evening, one 
§ of the most distinguished fig-
; ures in college theatre, 
§ Bridgewater State College 
§ professor Robert J. Barnett, 
5 was honored by a Citation 
.5 from Governor Michael S. 
Clerk of the Student Court§ Dukakis, marking some 
Debby Morrison announced § twenty-five years of out-
today the resignation from § standing service on behalf of 
the Court of Associate Jus- a the. Commonwealth of Mas-
tice Kathy Donadini. § sachusetts and Bridgewater 
Justice Donad.ini was§ State College. 
appointed to the Court by~ . Professor Barnett was the 
formerSGA President Robert 5 producer/director of the 
Berger and sworn into office§ Ensemble Theatre's ac-
no different. I'm looking for-
ward to a great year. I think 
it's going to be. But I can't do 
it by myself." 
Daniel Mago6n, former 
Attorney General of SGA, 
won the presidency of the 
SGA after a close race with 
tist Jerome Coopersmith's 
award-laden play, Eleanor. In 
addition, he is the author of 
several plays for children, 
many of which have been 
published and/or presented 
professionally. . · 
Prof. Barnett has been one 
of the most prolific members 
of the Bridgewater academic 
community, serving as Direc-
tor of the Division of Creative 
·Arts, .Director and then Dean. 
of the Division of Humanities 
and Creative Arts; he is pres-
ently a full 'professor in the 
tfl~Oll, 
\ ·~··~ :·»:)f1vi::~ J,ii/ .;.~ " n•1~;q···. · 
Cisco Menese-s. wh'(;n ~sked 
about the factions. in the 
Senate and what he plans on 
doing, Magoon stated "I don't 
know what I can do, just be 
productive, listen to eve-
ryone and get their input. I'm 
not going to satisfy everyone . 
The senate next year is going 
to be more productive. We 
(all) don't know each ,other, 
so we can start over and build 
new friendships. Divisions 
will be absent mainly 
because PaulDobson will not 
be here. I'm not Paul Dobson 
- we are going to get things 
done. They (the senate) 
didn't like him and the senate 
didn't want to get anything 
done. I'm very hopeful. ... " 
The issues concerning 
commuters have been key in 
the Magoon. campaign 
(which- means more recogni-
tion of the commuters by the 
entire College Community), 
Magoon said that "I'd like to 
have a number of seats in the 
Senate for Commuters. I 
haven't come up with a defi-
nite proposal yet, but I will 
next year." In closing, 
Magoon expressed his plea-
sure on winning the election 
····and-thanks· those i ndivld.uaJs .. 
/·~P9,i~µ:rllf>(?dEfd ,htrn; _ .. ·...· .... ··· ... 
"*'·Oavic{.·.Carre·irQ, ·whrd: .has 
been an active memberofthe. · 
SGA, was· elected as the 
First-Vice President of the 
SGA meetings. As one who 
attends the SGA meetings 
knows, they can become 
See New SGA p. 14 ···············-·-
with Associate Justice 5 
Patrick Menges, the current·§ 
Chief Justice, at a session .of~ 
the Senate in September of~ 
1982. A law career aspirant, ~ 
Justice Donadini works in the 5 
Barnett Honored 
~ claimed. production of Sha-
See Donadini p. 8 .~ .................... ~ kespeare's kaleidoscopic 
. romantic comedy-drama, 
The Tempest (SeeB~M,iew in 
Entertainment section), pres-
ented last week in the Stu-
dent Unlon Auditorium to 
audiences well in excess of 
two thousand. The Tempest 
was Barnett's thirtieth pro-
duction at B.S.C. 
Barnett'.s other - theatrical 
successes here over ·-the 
years have included· Guys & 
Dolls, Kiss Me, Kate, and 
Funny Girl, aswell as the pre-
miere production of drama-
Department of Communica- Theatre Arts at Bridgewater, 
tion Studies and Theatre the first in the Massachusetts 
Arts. And it is of his work in State College System. But his 
the classroom of which he· influence extends far beyond 
says he is proudest. He con- BridgeVJater, · having served 
siders teaching to be the . as consulting editor to the 
mostimportant role that any. Journal of Creative Educa-
individual ·can play in our tion, and national and inter-
society, and he says that his national consultant on 
happiest and most satisfying Communication and Creativ-
moments have come from his ity, and teacher and adminis-
classroom experiences and trator at the int~rnationally 
his associations with the known Creative Problem 
thousands of students, both Solving Institute in Buffalo, 
past and present New York. 
Barnett was instrumental 
· in the creation of a major in See Barnett p. 8 .. ~ ...................... . 
Dear Mr. Editor: 
This letter is in support of 
the commentary about the 
state of affairs of Bridgewater 
State College's Athletic 
Department. Having knowl- , 
edge of the situation from 
inside sources I do agree with 
Mr. Wolf's total assessment 
of the situation. I feel that 
there are too many students 
who do not give a damn to 
what goes on here at B.S._C. tt 
takes a commentary like this 
to open the eyes of the cam-
Dear Editor: 
I would like to take this 
opportunity to thank those of 
you who voted for me. Over 
the past three years in S.G.A. 
I've established deep friend-
ships and one very special 
relationship that will last a 
lifetime. SGA and the practi-
cal experience that I've 
gained has given me insight 
into what I would like to 
pursue in my future life. 
I've worked very hard for 
pus. Bridgewater State Col-
lege, question what is ·being 
done with the $60 you pay 
each year to supply the 
Athletic Department with. If it 
doesn't satisfy you then DO 
NOT pay it. Wake up, 8.S.C., 
YOU hold the power that is 
distributed to the administra-
tion -do not let others who 
are not qualified run you. WE 
are the power, make it ~ount! 
Sincerely, 
Wes Cunningham 
the rights and concerns of 
students and my departure 
from an elected position wi II 
not lessen these convictions. 
Again, thank you for voting 
for me in May and all the pre-
vious elections. You demon-
strated your confidence in 
me. I will always have confi-




Commentary Four Years at BSC-
This commentary in no way 
represents the views of The · 
Comment. 
By Jim Magner 
Spring is here and with it 
comes thoughts of gradua-
tion. After spending four 
years here at Bridgewater 
State College, I must say, that 
I'm mbre than anxious to 
leave. I've had plenty of prob-
lems at this institution but I 
know that my experiences 
here have opened my mind 
and helped me to realize that 
the education system in this 
country is getting_ worse 
instead of better. 
there but there are not 
enough people with the edu-
cation, training or experience 
to fill them. Education is the 
answer but not with the exist-
ing system. 
The problems found in 
today's education system are 
m~ny. Students are taught 
from day one~to listen, mem-
orize and repeat instead of 
being taught to think. There 
are a large number of stu-
dents graduating from high 
school and college who can-
not read or write as effec-
tively as they should be able 
to. Scbool budgets are con-
stantly being cut. Teacher's· 
salaries are keeping quality 
educators away from the 
school system. Too much 
bureaucracy and red tape 
causes internal chaos and it 
slows and sometimes prohib-
its positive growth. The edu-
cation also fails to adapt to 
changes in society. 
ing money into the system 
but at the same time carefully 
watch where it goes. The 
local, state and national 
governments must see to it 
that education becomes a top 
priority. Since busine~s gets 
hurt from poor education, 
why doesn't business get 
involved in the education 
process? Not only could they 
provide funds but they could 
also provide facilities to train 
young men and women for 
e;>cisting jobs. It is also very 
important for every ind iv id ual 
to stand up and work tO 
improve the ..system where it 
affects them. 
Bridgewater State College, 
for me, is the best place to 
start. With tuition costs about 
to rise, it's time for students 
to make sure they get their 
money's worth. The first, 
question in my mi_nd is if tui-
tion goes up, will the quality 
_of the education improve or is 
this increase going to be 
used for administrative 
purposes? 
Don't you hate magazines 
With tuition and costs ris-
ing every year, it is becoming 
difficult for young men and 
women to get a quality edu-
c~tion that will prepare them 
for the job market. The last 
fr9ntier -of space lies at our 
doorstep and we are al I well 
aware of the technological 
advances that are moving 
this country rapidly into the 
future. I've heard many times, 
from teachers, that America's 
future is to be found in its 
youth. It is time for the lead-
ers of this country, its states 
and its communities to real-
ize their responsibility, which 
is to effectively prepare the 
young for what the future 
holds. 
-Society's _attitudes, beliefs 
and values are forever chang-
ing. Each decade brings new 
problems that need careful 
consideration. We are now in 
the age of the computer and 
every student should be 
exposed fo this modern day 
tool. Discipline is difficult 
today so classroom teaching 
methods must change. Stu-
dents need creative outlets 
that will get them involved 
and excited about the infor-
mation presented in the 
classroom. There is a big 
need for students to discuss 
issues of the day so that they 
will understand what is goin 
Bridgewater State College, 
in my opinion, is an adminis-
trative mess that unless 
cleaned up will have a detri-
mental effect on its future 
students. It is very apparent 
visually that Bridgewater 
puts more time and effort into 
its administrative process 
and offices than its educa-
tional structure. With the 
enrollment getting larger 
every year, why do the 
number of classrooms 
decrease? The back wing of 
that never return submissions? I've been in the education 
system for sixteen years now 
and I feel that it is time for a 
tremendous restructuring. 
Even students with a college 
degree find it hard to find 
WE AREN'.T ONE OF THEM!!! 
.. . ''"" 
The Bridgewat"er-Arts 
has your submissions. You may 
collect them any time Monday 
Friday, at The Comment office. 
ground gives you general 
knowledge in a lot of areas 
but it leaves you unskilled. 
America's labor force must 
become skilled if it is to find a 
place in the working world. 
The more unskilled individu-
als found in society the 
higher the unemployment 
rate. There are lots of jobs out 
them the confrdentce to 
express themselves. Thes.e 
are only a few of the areas 
that need improvement, but 
now the question is - how do 
we begin to upgrade the edu-
cation system? -
What happened to the study 
lounges that used to be in the 
Student Union? Why are · 
athletic funds being used for 
purposes other than athletJ 
ics? Why are students who 
live in the dorms denied their 
Money always seems to be 
the problem facing educatibn 
so we should start b,v .pump-
See Commentary p. 9 ............ ~~.,, 
The C<>m-ment Deadlines Monday: Advertisements' 
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2:00 p.-m. 
Entertainment The Comment is a student supported and 
operated weekly· newspaper serving the, 
Editor academic community of Bridgewater State 
John J. Beaton College. Editorial policy is determined by 
Staff tl:le Editor-in-Chief in Consultation with the 
b Fl B b Editorial Board. Re-publication of all mate~ Ro er.t ynn, 0 . ·· Sn)ith rial herein is prohibited - without the 
Jeff Linehan, Kevm Roberts expressed written permission of the Editor:. 
James Magner, Audrey Little in-Chief; All materials submitted become 
Michael A. Ricciardi the pro_perty of The Comment. Letters tm 
the Editor are encouraged but may be 
Offiee and Managane11t" 
Business Manager 
Stuart E. Gardner 
Advertising Manager 
Roberta Bena 
limited to 250 words or _less and must be 
typed. Letters, classified advertisements 
and all other written materials are subject 
to condensation. Advertising rates are 
available upon request. Any person wish-
ing to join The Comment should contact 
either the Editor-in-Chief or the Managing 
Editor. All correspondence should be 
addressed to The Comment Student 
Uh.ion Building,~Bridgewater State College; 
Editor: Ed Donahue Staff: Chris Harwood 
_Robert Flynn, Ed Santilli, Liz Norton, Mary' 
Mclaughlin 
Bndg~water, MA 02324. Telephone: 
(617) 697-1200ext. 2158. 
Straight From 
The Shoe 
There once was a Vice 
President, of the college that 
is, who pondered 'who are 
they? and what do they do?.' 
Well Vice President Deep-
this one's for you!! Yes Xena 
and Cisco are definitely The 
Shoe. 
And .by the way, the combi-
nation is left 42- Right 12- and 
left 36. If you find yourself 
unable to open your safe 
again-call us The Shoe 
knows all! 
For those of you who don't 
understand what will 
follow-It is a collection of 
stories and tales about our . 
friends which never made 
The Shoe. To Nadine, new 
SGA Treasurer; by what 
means did you acquire your 
knowledge of the treasurey? 
Work related experience , 
perhaps? 
To our margarita buddies 
Brian & Jeanette- we know 
what you want to do with 
marshmellow fluff!! Carrie, 
we know what you did 
because we found footprints 
6n the Shoe, and they weren't 
ours. Senator Darcy, we 
knew that you were falling for 
the SGA. Good luck with the 
relationshi.P! To George 
Mccarron, Elections Dicta-
tor-you should have never 
given me those extra five 
minutes. To our rabbits, we 
hope that you've learned not 
to be late, because we wil I be 
tracking you as far as Cam-
was ripped up! To Roz, you 
know the real SGA and we 
are glad that you''(e seen 
what really can be done. w~ 
hope that they never come to 
measure for your white long-
sleieved jacket. To David 
Kutcher, we missed you at 
£he last meeting. We wanted 
you to see how close to The 
Shoe you actually were. Be 
careful, if you don't look for 
the enemy now-how will 
your military career end up? 
Thanks to Peg Borges for the 
chocolate bunny-it was 
great. Senator Miller, sorry 
we missed your bash the 
other night, but our shoes 
would not carry us that far. 
Thanks to Jack for your 
cameo SHOE performance. 
You wrote the book but it 
couldn't get printed. To the 
gallery: we thank you for tak-
ing the blame for our mis-
prints, lies, and gossips. A 
special note to Richard Fay-
- any mail we get we know it's 
from you! If you want to be 
safe from our successor's, 
you better be nice to us. 
Qavid Carreiro, just 
remember your words of wis-
dom, "Chill Out and take a 
deep breath." Your going to 
need them next year. To 
Associate Justice Open-
shaw-you get the SGA 
Security Maintenance Medal 
of Excellence. No one has 
kept more things quiet than 
you-except us. To our 
YOU tla 
y,op tli~'sam .. . . . . .. 
our successors as we've had 
with you! (LuVya Deb,Juv ya! 
Greg, not even 1/10 of a 
second!) 
- We wish the new SGA a 
productive year. Remember 
keep the entertainment 
down. Make it hard for our 
successors to write ·about 
you. Good luck! R.emember 
The Shoe will be with 
you ... Alwaysl 
Thursday, May 10, 1984 The· Comment 
Announcements 
. Laurel and Hardy Fiim 
The Bridgewater Public Library will present the Laurel and 
Hardy film classic .. A Chump at Oxford" on Friday, May 18 at 
3:30 P.M. This 1940 feature stars Stan and Ollie as street 
There once were sneaky, cleaners who stop a bank hold-up. Their reward for heroism is 
sly, underhanded, good a chance for an education at England's Oxford University. The 
hearers, gossipers, unindic- film is free to all and wilt las.t approximately one hour. Film 
tive, and closed mouthed service is provided through the Eastern Massachusetts 
people who wrote The Regional Library System, funded through the M~ssachusetts 
Shoe-We picked new peo- Board of Library Commissioners. . . 
pie just for you! Storyteller Brother Blue 
Thanks Xena and Cisco, Well-known storyteller Brother Blue will be appearing atthe 
we'll take it from here! 10:30 A.M. famrly service at the First Parish, Unitarian Univer-
The New Shoe would like salist, in Bridgewater, on Mothers' Day, May 13th. Everyone ;5 
to congratulate all the new Welcome!! For more information, call the First Parish at 697-
members of the Senate, but 2525. 
remembe~theShoewatches · ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
you from here on in. The MASS Pl RG Elections 
Shoe also wishes Daniel MASSPIRG held a general meeting Wednesday, April 8 to 
Magoon a happy and .sue- ele_ct local boarc'.1 members for the Fall Semester. Chuck 
cessful year as the new Presi- Phillps was unanimously elected MASSPIRG's Chairperson .. 
dent of the SGA. Good Luck!! - l~ene Howard and Sharon Wolfe were re-elected to their posi-· · 
We'll be watching... t1ons as Secretary and Treasurer respectively. Doug Benson 
Act I. Scene I. It seems thaf was c~osen to fill a~ empty seat as Representative to the 
the long play for a new sound statewide Board of Directors. Joe Moore and Fran Williams 
system in the auditorium has :-:vere. elected for MASS Pl RG 's At-Large local Board positions. 
begun. The opening solilo- Ev~n ~.hough we. ha.~e had so!11e structural problems this 
quy was delivered by Michael spnng, Chuck said, I am confident that we will have a very 
Nortonandthenewmembers s_u_c_c_e_s_sf_u_l_F_a_11_s_e_m~~-s_te_r_._··~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
of the Senate were not too Book Fair 
responsive. The way it looks The Friends of Bridgewater Public Library will hold their 
now, there may be a new annual Book Fair on Saturday, May 12 from 10:00 a.m. to 3:00 
sound system in the ·year p .. m. Books, games, puzzles and records for the whole family 
2001. w11.1 ~e on sale .. Other activities that day will include face 
To get serious for a pa1nt1ng, po~tra1t drawing, a "Summer Games" of sporting 
moment, the Shoe totally events for children, and many, many more. There will also be a 
supports the new Senates raffle for a free hot air balloon ride. The winner will be 
allocation of $2000 for the annou.nced that day. Join the Friends and help them support 
Robert S. Mello Memorial Y.our library: Further detai Is about the book fair and balloon 
Scholarship Fund. It's good nde are available at the Library. Call 697-3331. 
to see you started the year off 
on the right foot! 
Apparen'tly, ·Joe·. w~s dts::: 
turbed because the SGA did 
not al locate money for his 
birthday last year. 
To New Senators· White, 
See Shoe p. 7 ............................. . 
hnum ot2oye1ars'?ICl. J\ Hf>EFt background i\tfttF · ... · :,: { ,... .> 
ferred, but all others win b~ considered~ Work perio.dd$'~;;.t1C#:n·f;f~.~,~· 
26/27 - August 5th, and includes an orientation session. in . 
Montreal. Transportation, room and board are provided, and 
at the end of the program, instructors receive a stipend of 
$650. Information and applications are available in the Career 
Planning and Placement Office. 
Applications Meeting 
Spring Concert 
Bridgewater State College will have an applications meet-
ing on Thursday, May 1 O of 7:00 p.m. in the Demonstration 
Room of the Student Union for a training program for new 
drivers. The training program will take place in August. Appli-
cants must be 18 years of age or older and have a good driving 
record. Please bring I icense and proof of year of graduation. 
. BSC Spring Concert 
On Friday, M~y 10, at 8:00 pm, the Bridgewater State Col-
lege. C~oral Society will present their annual Spring Concert. 
M.us1c includes selections from Brahms, Thomas Moral, and 
Fiddler on t~e Root. The major work is Faure requiem with 
chorale soloists and orchestra. Admission is tree. 
presented by 
B.S.C. Choral Society 
featuring Requiem 
by G.abriel Faure' 
~
Thursday, May lOt~jt 8:00 p.m. 
Student Union Auditorium 
Admission is F reef 
· Seniors 
. Any senior inter~sted in being a Class of 1984 Representa-
tive for the Alumni Association please see Cindy Skowyra in 
207 Pope or call 697-5392. 
Going Home to Worcester?? ·' 
Spend the Summer with Us ... 
.Classes Begin M~y 29 and July 9 · 
CALL 793 - 8100 
WORCESTER STATE COLLEGE 
·Division of G raduat & C t• • Ed . e on mumg ucation 
AP bl. 
u ic Service Announcement 
TheC~mment Thursday. May 10, 19~4: 
, . 
,~~~-~-----~-~----------~---l 
-1 e,S ~ I I 0.~ ~ G.r,- f 
I O~ o~ cf I ~O ")q I 
\ Classifieds ~tl l.I"/>~ $o; I 
' ~'eq- -y oi · : 
L--------~----~--~~----------' I . • 
For Sale: Kenwood 45 Watt 
per chann~I stereo reciever-
. $100. Piopeer 3 way speaker 
system. 1 yearold-$130-pair. 
Call Dave at 326-4614. 
. -Room For Rent: Male or 
Female roommate wanted to 
· share apartment in Easton. 
Call 238-1702 after 5:00. 
Wanted: Singfe Bed and 
Bureau. Call 697-2674. 
Wanted: Two male graduate 
· · students seeking an apart-
ment for the summer in the 
Bridgewater area. Leave a 
message at 94 7-1390 for 
Larry days, or call 697-1646 
evenings. 
For Sale: AM-FM stereo with 
cassette and 8-track-$250 or 
be.st offer; manual type-
writer-$25.00; mi scellane-
ous records, cassettes, and 
8 tracks-8/0: man's gold-
tone watch, with date, brand 
new-$40.00. Contact Lisa 
Marie at 697-1418, 202 Pope 
Hall. 
Need a babysitter? Some 
weeknights, weekend days 
and/or nights. It out of walk-
ing distance from the col-
lege, will need a ride. For 
more information, leave 
your name and number for 
Donna at The Comment 
office. 
Room to Rent: Large, fur-
nished room for 2. Parking, 
utilities, kitchen priveleges. 
$40 per week each. South 
Easton. Call 238-4212. 
For sale: Cleveland saxo-
phone. Excellent condition: 
new pads, excellent case, 
neckstrap and reeds. $275 or 
best offer. See Sue Timinski 
at the Hill room 216. 
For Sale: 1976 Vega, 4 spd, 4 
cyl, new clutch, tires, & carb. 
Solid body. Asking $800. 
Call between 6 & 9 pm, 326-
4605 or contact Henry at 327 
'Shea. 
Roommates needed: L • 
males or 1 male, 1 female for 
summer cottage on Cape 
(So. Yarmouth). $600.00 per 
person for the entire 
summer. 3 bedrooms, fire-
place, living room, kitchen, . 
bath. Right near Seagull 
beach. Call Doreen 697-
0057. Dave 697-1582 
For sale: 1970 Dodge Swin-
ger slant six, standard, new 
Chrysler Corp. engine with 
70,000 miles. $595.00 or best 
offer. Sept. sticker, new 
tires. Call 824-8487 
for Sale: World Book Dic-
tionary, 2-books. classical 
binding, Brand New. $60.00. 
Cal I Beth at 587-0784. · 
Madrigal Program 
Jacob Liberles and his per-
formance class presented a 
program at the Bridgewater-
Raynh am Regional High 
School on Friday, May 4, 
1984. The group was very 
impressive and represented 
Bridgewater State College 
and its music department 
extremely wel I. 
The madrigal program was originally planned to be a performance for the Bridge-
water-Raynham Chorus to 
assist in developing their lis-
tening skills, to introduce 
them to the true madrigal 
form, and to enhance their 
knowledge of performance 
skills. At the last minute, 
however, one French and two 
English classes whose pres-
ent studies coincide with the 
madrigal era also attended. 
In addition, the Child Study 
unit and a handful of inter-
ested students from study 
halls also attended the 
performance. 
The madrigal singers were 
very neat in their appearance, 
an important consideration 
when performing in high 
schools at the present; Their 
performance was of high 
quality. Tone quality, preci-
sion, and expressiveness 
were worthy of note. The var-
iety of styles performed mad~ 
t_he program one which was 
entertaining as well as 
educational. 
Please extend my thanks to 
Liberles and his organiza-
tion. Your department and 
the College can be very 
proud to have this organiza-
tion as one of your 
representatives. 
Les Krick, Music Coordina-
tor, Bridgewater-Raynham 
Regional High School 
For Sale: 1974 Chevy Vega. 4 
.. ,· .. i;~u~:~.:~=~.w~i:~lt~r;~~;:~:~;~~:~:~~!::t:~~~:~~~r:~·a~~~~;~~97~~~:~7:~~~d~a~-.. Ji!ii! 
Low, low. prices. Call Matt 
Regan Monday - Thurday at Airplane Rides over the col-
697-1630 lege and the coastline. Not a 
business, share the cost with 
Room to Rent: Lge~ double 
room,. twin beds, two large 
closets. Parking, kitchen 
. priveleges available. $80 per 
week ($40 per person). 
South Easton. Cal\ 238-4212 
after 5 p. m. · 
Wanted:· 2 femiales to rent 
· apartment June 1st-Au~ ~O. 
Full kitchen, ·bath, l1vm-
groom. and OWr;' room. $120 
per/month per/person. 
Parking available. Refunda-
ble security deposit. Call 
Cathy at 697-4820 after 4:00 
p.m. 
For Sale: 1974. Toyota 
· Corolla. Rebuilt Rngine, 
new ,:aint. Like new. Must 
sell $2000. Call Terry at 947-
5071 evenings. 
For Sale: 1980 Mazda truck 
w/cap. Has AM/FM stereo, 
sunroof, and many extras. 
53,000 miles. $3500. Call 
Donna, 697-6063. 
lost: opal ring w/2 small dia-
monds on campus. Reward, 
sentimental value. Please call Marion at 878-1579. 
Needed-Students to worl< 
with mentally retarded 
adults. Call Grace Melim at 
823-9560. 
Illustrator. needed to illus-
trate three children's books. 
Please contact Eric OeC9s-
ter, 204 Stott Hall,"697-1'283. 
For Sale: -Thomas organ, 
excellent !)hape .. Needs a 
few keys. Must mpve out of 
sta.te. $175 or BO. Russ, 585-
6290. -· 
the pilot. Call Tony at 697-
4846. 
Attention Juniors! Senior 
pictures .taken at or below 
the cost otthe major studios. 
For more information· con-
tact Ed Donahue, Photo-
graphy Editor, at The 
Comment office. 
For Sale: 1980 Datson 21 O 
Hatchback, 5 speed, great 
on gas, new ti res, $3000 or 
best offer. For more info. call 
Jack 282-9167. 
Males only: Room(s) for 
rent. $130 per _month plus 
electricity. Located near the 
library. For summer rent. 
Kitchen and parking facili-
ties. Call Dan. 697-8954 or 
John. 
For Rent: Forfall semester, 1 · 
double room, 1 single for 
females in student apt--
walking distance and on bus 
line. All utilities incl. except 
telephone. Mrs. Hess, 697-
7735. 
Wanted: a person who 
knows how to styf e hair. Not 
a professional .. but a highly 
qualified amateur. (Hair-
styling is a sort of hobby for 
you). Please call Robert at 
697-1582 before May 2nd. 
Very important contribution 
tn · hA made!! · 
For Sale: ·1975 Chevy 
Monza, 4 cylindar, 4 speed, 
good 'condition, reliable 
commuting car. $1500 or 






will be performed by the B. S. C. Choral 
Society 
on Thursday, May.10th at 8:00 
Bridgewater State· Coll~ge Student Union Auditorium 
Wanted: females for a 
house-Summer openings-1 
fall· opening-$100.00 per 
month including everything-
Wal king distance from 
·school..-Call Joanne at 697-
3791. 
For Sale: 12 speed Fuji bike 
with lock and chain. $150.00 
firm. Also 3 month old car 
battery for $25. Call Phil at· 
238-4212. 
Admission is FREE! 
Waterfront Director/Asst. 
Director: Plymouth Bay 
G.S.C. - Girl Scout· Ten 
Pines Day Camp. July 2-
August 24-4 sessions, wee-
kends off. 9-4 pm. For more 
information call ·director 
Shirley K. Cunningham 




ble June 1st thru summer-
Furnished apartment-$170 
plus-% mile from campus. 
Call Mea or Debbie 586-
6948. 
Room for Rent: Summer· · 
Vacancy! Large -double 
room, South Easton loca-
tion, parking available,· 
$40.00. a week. Cal:f · 238-
4212. 
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A Dazzling Way To 
End The Season 
"We are such stuff as 
dreams are made on." - Wil-
li am Shakespeare, The 
Tempest. 
By John J. Beaton 
For those who had seen 
Shakespeare's Tempest per-
formed before, it was a 
delightful surprise, for those 
who hadn't, it was sheer plea-
sure. The Ensemble Thea-
tre's spring production of 
The Tempest, under the 
direction of Prof. Robert J. 
Barnett, was a dazzling way 
to end the season. 
Once on the island, Pros-
pero conjures up the shipw-
·r e ck of Alonzo (Eric 
Pegnam), King of Naples; his 
son, Ferdinand {Bob 
Blauner); and the ship's crew 
(Christopher Harwood, Mark 
-Pimenta, and John Luongo}. 
Also traveling, with Alonzo 
are Gonzalo (Joe Wallace), 
his honest old counsellor; 
Sebastian (Peter Kovic), his 
brother; and Adrian (Lynn 
Benoit), a young lord. Tag-
ging along with the party are 
Stephano {David Butler), the 
drunken butler; and Trinculo 
(Kevin Roberts), the court 
jester. 
vi duals. T.he men1bers bt .The 
Tempest aeted in a profes-
sional manner in which bal-
anced casting and careful 
integration of the whole per-
formance replaced the star 
system. 
Kadra gave an understated 
but refined performance in 
the role of the magical Pros-
pero. His presence on the 
stage commanded the. atten-
tion of everyone watching. 
Ju~t as fascinating to watch 
was Jean Prall; her innocent 
and pure Mi rand a contrasted 
nicely with Kadra's dominat-
ing characterizations. 
The story evolves around 
Prospero the Magician (Wil-
liam Kadra}, the rightful Duke 
·Of Milan, and his beautiful 
daughter Miranda (Jean 
Prall). The play opens twelve 
years later after Prospero has 
been banished from the king-
dom by his evil brother Anto-
nio {Jeffrey Linehan). 
Professor Barnett's direc-
torial interpretation of The 
Tempest was rather unique, 
to say the least. He took a 
magical Shakesperian play 
and shaded -it with modern 
nuances, an incidental score, 
and a wildly imaginative 
composition of breakdanc-
ing. Much credit should be 
given to David Darling who 
composed and recorded the 
original music and Tammy 
Blanchard who arranged a 
The most mesmerizing 
performance of the evening 
had to have come from Judy 
Partington as Ariel. Miss Par-
ti ngton's energetic move-
ments and sonorous voice 
charmed the audience with 
her irresistible appeal. It is 
seldom that you see such a 
controlled and well executed 
performer. 
William Kadra and Karl Wiedergott in 'The Tempest' Donahue Plioto 
After leaving the kingdom 
by boat, Prospero and 
Miranda find themselves on 
an island inhibited by the 
wicked Caliban (Karl Wieder-
ott) and the animated spirit 
---
fantastically seli-possessed 
The lighter side of the 
evening came in the form of 
David Butler, Kevin Roberts, 
and Karl Wiedergott. This trio 
of zanies entertained the 
. . 
uncontrollable laughter, their 
performances should not be 
taken lightly; all three were 
outstanding. 
Special recognition should 
be given to the eight men and 
women who performed the 
spectacular breakdancing 
number: Steven Andrews, 
Elizabeth Barry, Laurel 
Beyer, Margaret Coutinho, 
Sally DeAngelis, Patrick 
McCanon, Ste\le Medeiros, 
minute show. 
A stylish musical composi-
tion, written by Darling, 
accompanied The Tempest; 
however, it went to waste 
because of a poor sound sys-
tem. Whenever the rented 
system was turned up too 
high, it garbled the effect of 
an otherwise untainted 
score. 
Professor Barnett, having 
no restrictions to work with, 
Letter From The 
Entertainment Editor M . ' 'Keeps. oving 
Well, it's the end of my first 
year as a student at Bridge-
water State College and it has 
certainly been an exciting· 
one. Holding the position of 
Entertainment Editor in my 
Freshman year has really 
been quite an honor for me; it 
was a bit of an ego trip at first, 
to say the le.ast. Since then 
Pve gotten my head out of the 
clouds and have come back 
-down to Earth. 
Regretfully, I have to resign following people for their By Audrey little 
my position as Entertainment contributions to Entertain-
Editor due to a commitment ment: Scott Esau, Bob Flynn, Madness .. is a British rock 
' with the SGA. Audrey Little Jeff Linehan, Audrey Little, group that emerged out of 
will be taking over my posi- Jim Magner, Mark Pimenta, the Two-Tone movement a 
tion, starting with the first, Mike Ricciardi, Kevin few years ago and hit it big in 
issue in September of this Roberts, and . Bob Smith'. America last year with' the 
year. Audrey could use wri- Special thanks to Matt single Our House, from their 
ters, so anyone interested in· Donoghue for helping me as self..:titled alb.um. On. Keep 
wr"iting for Entertainment, co-editor at the beginning of Moving, Madness has toned 
help her out! Best of luck the semester; Brian Pimenta their sdund down quite a bit, 
Auc;freyl for his artistic abilities; and especially when compared to 
The entertainment Staff Ed Donahue. for his great some of their earlier stuff, 
has the largest amount of wri- photography. which was· fast and l<:i n d of 
ters than any other depart- Thanks to everyone for the strange. 
ment here at The Comment. support they've giveA me - Keep. Moving is certainly 
Without the help of these it's been my pleasur~. not~ dull; however. the album · 
people, I could not have 1 Sincerely, is interesting because Mad-
turned out such a fine sec- ·John J. Beaton Jr. ness has used many.different 
tion .. lwouldliketothankthe· musical influences and· 
• , . • . • ·T . . .sounds. Thes.e sounds Bob. S1n1th s Tr1v1a -· ester include ho.ms~ piano, steel 
. · : drums, and ,a back-up cho-
, AND THE WINNER'S""OF··coNTEST_ NUMBER TWENTY ARE: rus. A lot of the songs sound 
· . ·. · There were no wmners/!! . influenced by Elvi~ Costello, 
T_here .were no entries submitted forcon~est number twe.n.~y. · especialry Michael 'caine, 
Congratulations to all our winners,over thtssemester. Special One Better Day and Give· Me 
thanks to Bob Smith for his faithful. contributions to the Enter- A Reason; ' ,~ · 
tainment pages this past year. ·. . Keep Moving ope,ns the 
.The answers to conte;;t number twenty are: album and sets its tone: cool, 
1. Frederick never going over the edge, 
2. Wellingtons but still lively with a lot of 
3. William Dawes horns for a full sound. Wings 
,Since I've taken the posi-
tion, I've had the chance to 
work with a lot of great peo-
ple here on The Comment 
staff. Greg Mathis, my Editor-
In-Chief, is a great guy; he's 
very laid back and ·easy 
going, but he's fantastic at 
running the show· - thanks · 
Greg. Along with . Nancy· 
Dupont, managing editor; 
Kim Murphy, news editor; 
Debbie Santh~son, features 
editor; Joe Gouveia, sports 
editor; Ed Donahue, photo~ 
graphy editor; Donna Scho-
field, production assistant; 
Dave Cormier, distribution 
manager; Stuart Gardner, 
business manager; and 
Roberta. Bena, advertising 
manager -who could ask for 4. picture postcards 
[L;a~n.;.;i;;c;;.e;..r .-b .. u.. n.c .. h.. o.t.p•e•o•p•l•e•?-...... 5. Manhatten Project 
of A Dove is my personal 
favorite; subtitled A Ce/ebra;. 
tory Song, this is the most 
lively and joyous cut on the 
album. Steel drums and other 
percussions are used as well 
as The Inspirational Choir of 
The Pentecostal First Born 
Church of the Livihg God 
singing back-up vocals for a 
calypso-influenced sound. 
The Sun and the Rain, which 
has been receiving airplay, is 
a bouncy, optomistic song; 
the lyrics deal with the rain , 
washing away troubles. 
Michael Caine, which closes 
side one;.isa pretty song with 
rather weird lyrics abopt the 
movie star going through lif~ ' 
in a daze.· . . . .. . . ,, 
Side :two C).pens with Pros:-
pects, a slower cut with reg-
gae influences, s.ounding the 
most Two-Tone ofthesongs 
oh thealbuin. OneBetterDay 
is cool arid.jazzy, using piano 
and strings .. The al bum 
closes with Turning Blue, 
which is ft.mky · and. even 
slightly bizarre, fadjng to a 
saxophone and a drum. 
Keep Moylng shows that 
.Madness has successfully 
ventured into more varied 
influences, but have still 
retained their own sound. I 
hope that they will "keep 
moving" in this direction. 
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By James Magner 
Since this is the last issue 
of The Comment for th is 
semester and because it is 
my last semester on this cam-
pus, I'd like to reflect back on 
tour years of music. Working 
at WBIM has exposed me to 
many different types of music 
as well as many different 
bands. I'd liketotakethetime 
now to name ten artists, who I 
foe! were the best of my col-
lege days. 
1. U2 - What 
needs to be said about these 
Irishmen? 
2. Eurythmics -
Annie Lennnox' voice sends 
chills down my spine. 
3. Violent 
Femmes - They play simple 
yet inspiring songs; Catch 
them at the Channel May 
26th. 
4. The The -
te -
great future. Christianized Cannibals that 
I've heard thousands of open up new avenues of radi-
sorigs but my favorite is Sun cal thought. 
is Burning by Birthday Party. Looking at the local scene, 
This song 1eaves me ten feet Sideman Records just 
off the ground. released Dirty Water, the 
Red Records is the home of newest by The Lines. This 
the new band Executive band sounds awful and is 
Slacks. The EP is called Our basically useless. They have 
Lady and it contains some talent but they waste it by 
eerie, industrial dance music. hacking away at past hits. 
Man of Christ is a painful Dirty Water is one of my 
expression through horrified favorite songs but The Lines 
vocals. Hell's dance floor is version is disgusting. This· 
sure to ignite with In Coming. al bum is complete trash so 
Dancing to this record is easy , don't waste your money, buy 
but it is sure to be a dance of some Megabucks tickets 
death. instead. . 
Industrial hardcore with a Top 40 is a musical grave-
rock beat describes Big yard for popular songs. 
Black. Their EP Bulldozer on WBCN is the only commer-
Ruthless Records is full of cial station in Boston worth 
raking dissonance backed listening to. Intelligent peo-
wnh heavy handed pound- pie listen to college radio. 
ing. Raw energy and a raw Music is the best drug so 
guitar give The Pigeon Kill a · make sure you take more. 
brilliant sound. The record is Queen, Styx, ELO, REO 
.Incredible! a drum and guitar assault that Speedwagon, and Journey 
5. Thomas Dolby could mak~ heavy metal stink. Politicians should take 
- The digital man whose sound silly. advice from hardcore bands. 
latt1st LP, The Flat Earth, is City Baby's .Revenge, the Th.e Rolling Stones are the 




ACROSS i Shaded walk 
1 Beer 2 Name for 
ingredient Athena 
5 Queen of 3 Defeat 
fairies 4 Dog's chain 
8 Potato: 5 Unmarried 
colloq. ladies 
12 Century plant 6 Exist 
i3 Anger 7 Improve 
14 Sleeveless 8 Descendants 
cloak 9 Young 
15 For fear salmon 
that 10 Preposition 
16 Series of i 1 Negate 
games 19 Goal 
17 Metal 21 Garden tool 
18 Whips 24 Crafty 
20 Brambly 25 Tiny 
22 Chemical 26 Lubricate 
suffix 28 Southwest-
23 Vast age ern Indian 
24 Sabers 29 Male 
27 Recommence 30 Greek letter 
31 Hawaiian 34 Rented 
wreath 35 Dine 















36 Arranged in 
folds 
37 Leap over 
38 Compass 
point 





47 Bird's home 
48 Golf mounds 
51 Moham-
medan name 
6. Oingo Boingo possess the ~now/edge 9f Elvis .Presley was and still is 
••· ·, ...... c; ...... ,,..,.,,~,,,"''1"·''·c"r~~~~~~~~~~~bMa~n~d~. ~1s~·~fo~u~-n~d~. ~o~n~R~e;t.a;I it~iv~i~ty~~fo~r·i~d~io~t;s•. !D-;,a"""n~c~i n;.g~is~t~h·e·n~e~x~t-~,-~-~~~~ 
7. Culture Club -
Boy George and the band 
have got it together. 
8. lnxs - They get _ 
me going. 
9. Sisters of Mercy 
- Unique and. amazing 
sound. 
Records and the first thing best thing to sex and food. I 
you notice is the derranged don't blame you if you listen 
album cover. Vietnamese to WBIM. Music is a great way 
Blues is just one of the to expand your mind so open 
intense hardcore anthems your ears. Oh yeah, Michael 
that grace this record. There Jackson isn't human but 
are many other powerful rather a robot with excep-
songs included like. Diplo-' tional musical talent and. a. 
matic Immunity, Womb With voice that .is a blend ofLibe-
A Yiew, Valley of Death, ~n<;I race and ·Truman Capote. 
measure 
55 Actual being 




See Answers p. 15 
© 1983 United Feature Syndicate, Inc. 
CoraMillerA Dance Gem 
Prof. Sam Baumgarten performs. Donahue Photo 
_ By Claire L. Mallette 
Cora Anderson Miller, Pro-
fessor of Dance in Theatre 
Arts has done it again. On 
Wednesday, May 2nd, the 
Student Union Ballroom was" 
transformed into an arena of 
lively and truly creative 
expression for all who 
attended the Creative Dance 
Program. Once . again Ms. 
Miller resisted the popular 
yet sophomoric use of super-
ficial settings, costumes, 
music, and superimposed 
dance steps in her spring 
dance presentation. 
The barrier that often 
exists between performer 
and audience was quickly 
removed as Ms. Miller invited 
the audience to join in some 
non-locomotor movements 
at their seats, Her mess,ageto . 
the audience was clear and 
simple - dance should be 
the creative, organic expres-
sion of the dancer and that 
the dancer exists in all of us. 
Ms. Miller has the magical 
ability of .awakening .the 
dancer in the most skeptical 
observer. . ,_ · 
While some of the dances 
that evening were more con-
fident, more sincere than oth-
ers; all were the creative 
expression of the dancer, not 
a choreograher. From dan-
ces relating to walls, stairs 
and Windows, to dances with 
unusual instruments; the 
group experienced pure 
movement expression. 
The evening was so tightly 
packed with · dance ·gems, 
that it was hard to chose the 
highlights. The most memor-
able moments included: a 
free flowing and upbeat 
group dance by the students 
from Sam Baumgarten's 
physical education cl ass at 
Burnell; a very moving dance 
titled Fall Leaves Fall, per-
formed by Ms. Miller with a 
v.oice accompaniment ·· by 
Maxine Asselin; a fascinating 
series of dance drama 
improvisations under the 
direction of Sus.an Nissen-
baum; and a delightful dem-
onstration of step dancing. by 
the brothers of the I OT A Phi 
Theta fraternity. 
·By far the audiences' favor-
ite piece was the hilarious yet 
pqignant dan.ce by Ms. Miller 
and Ms. Nissenbaum in 
which the superficial greet-
iog, "Hello, how are you?" -
"Fine thank-you", was 
repeated throughout the 
entire dance. The two 
dancers related with remar-
kable ease as their impro-
vised movements expressed 
the full range of emotions 
that often hide behind those 
polite words . 
. . This joyous celebration of 
dance concluded with ah 
artistic slide presentation· of 
moving images by Ladd 
Group and an exuberant line 
dance.for all. 
Yes, Cora Anderson Miller· 
has done it again, but sadly 
for the last time at Bridge-
water State .. This' writer 
applauds Ms. Miller for main-
taining a truly creative dance 
program during her 15 years 
<:lt .Bridge~ater State College, 
thus allowing the dancer to 
emerge· with so. many wh.o 
had the privilege to work with 
her. Though she leaves us in 
her retirement year, her 
dance shall riever leave us. 
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• • 
• • ~ This Week Next Week ~ 
• • 
.............................................................................. , 
Thur& .... ..&_)'· Thur•day 
Assorted Juices Soup Du Jour · Soup Du Jour Assorted Juices 
Assorted Cold Cereals Taco w/ Shredded lettuce Roast Turkey Assorted Cold Cereals 
Fresh Fruit Fried Chicken Nuggets w/dressing and gravy Fresh Fruit 
Scrambled Eggs wt choice of sauces Mashed Potato Scrambled Eggs 
Sausage Peas V..lb Hamburger w/Bacon Sausage 
Pancakes French Fries Cauliflower Au Grautin Pancakes w/syrup 
Assorted Donuts Italian Blend Vegetables Assorted Donuts 
Toast/butter/jelly toast/butter/jelly 
~- ~~ Assorted Juices Clam Chowder Clam Chowder A11sorted Juices 
Assorted Cold Cereals Hot Pastrami on Bulkie Fried Fish Tails Assorted Cold Cereal 
Fresh Fruit Tuna Melts Pepperoni Pizza Fresh fruit 
Cheese Omelet Mixed Vegetables Onion Rings Cheese Omelet 
Waffles Green Beans Waffles 
Assorted Donuts Sliced carrots Assorted Donuts 
Toast/butter/jelly E Toast/butte.r/jelly 
Saturday Brunch Saturday Brunch . 
Assorted Juices Tomato Soup Tomato Soup Assorted Juices · 
Assorted Cold Cereals Steak & Cheese Sub Chicken Cutlets Assorte'd Cold Cereals 
Eggs to Order Tuna Salid on a Bulkie w/Supreme sauce Fresh ~ruit . 
French Toast Home Fries Ziti w/ Meatsauce Eggs to Order 
Assorted Donuts Zuchini and tomato Italian Potatoes French Toast 
Toast/butter/jelly Peas ~ssorted OonutAI 
Sunday Brunch 
Assorted Juic~s 
Assorted Cold Cereals 
Fresh Fruit 
Pancakes 





Assorted Cold Cereals 















Chicken Noodle Soup 
Hot Turkey Sandwich 
Fried Clam Roll _ 
'111 Potato Puf,fs 
Clam Chowder 
Chicken Filet on a Bun 
Tacos 
French Fries . 
Green Beans 
Chicken Rice Soup 
Beef Noodle Au Gratin 
BBQ on a Bun 
Sliced Carrots· 
Cauliflower N. Toast/butter/jelly 
Sunday Brunch 
Chicken Noodle Soup Assorted Juices · 
Rottst Sirloin of ·,l\ssorted Gold Cereal 
Beef w/gravy :Fresh Fruit 









Chicken Rice Soup 
Baked Macaroni & Cheese 
Chicken Cutlet Parmesan 
French Fries 



























Let Us Assemble To Celebrate 
Senior Liturgy 
Vegetable Soup · 
Meatball Subs 









Hot Pastrami on a Bun 
Grilled Pepper Steak 
French Fries 
Peas. 
Beef Noodle Soup 
Cold Cut Italian Sub 





Baked Macaroni & Cheese 





Sloppy,JQe on a Bun 
Italian· Green Beans 
Vegetable Soup 
Shake n' Bake Chicken 
Meatloaf w/gravy 
Oven Brown Potat~A 
Corn 
Zu~hini w/Tomato . 
Clam Chowder 






Roast Leg of Lamb 
Franks & Beans 
I brown bread 
Oven Brown Potatos 
Green Beans 
Callliflo~er 
.Beef Noodle 'S.oup · 








Batter Dipped Fish 
Mashed Potatoes 
Mixed Vegetables · 
Sliced Beets 
C'~1am/Mushroom Soup 
Breaded Veal Steak w/' 
Brown Sauce 
Spaghetti w/Meatballs 
Oven Brown Potaotes 
·Peas 
Corn 
Collins and Nicoletti, we look 
forward to hearing your 
words of wis·dom, please 
speak into the mikes, we can't 
hear you!! 
To Senators Manzo and 
Johnson, we look forward to 
seeing your smiling faces o'n 
the Shoe, remember, 6:00 
p.m. on Tuesday nights, 
A Recognition of Merit 
A Celebration of Growth 
O.K.? . 
Well, 1st Vice President 
Carreiro announced that he'll 
be checking the· Senate's 
grades. Are any of you get-
ting nervous??? If any of you 
dip below a 3.95 QPA you'lf 
get booted. 
' A_·· New Beginning 
CAT H·OLIC CENTER· 
Sunda __ v, May 13, 1984 
7:00 p~1n .. 
Reception to f of/ow 
Before we say adieu, we'd 
like to remind the Senate to 
study your constitutions.: or 
it'll be along, lonnnnng year;. 
and please listen to your 1st 
Vice President, he's n'ot there 
for. his health (or yours for 
.that matter). 
Havf' a good summer and 
keep your shoes clean!!! 
See Y<?U all. next semester!! 
ROOMS/or.GIRLS 
· Single or· Double 
Kitchen privileges/Pal'king si>ac;e 




$16,559 - $50,553/year 
Now Hiring. Your area. 
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when he got the post a few 
seasons back - "Here, Read 
the Combination to the Safe, 
memorize it, then swallow the 
paper it's written on." But 
with all the kids he's had to 
mind this year (you know, 
tooth aches, back aches, 
belly aches, swelled heads, 
etc.), he forgot the Combo. 
Hitch was, it al most skuttled 
the Comment's Banquet 
plans. Rita to the Rescue! It' 
just goes to prove, behind 
every great Network exec 
there's a Secretary. As Bar-
bara Glauben would say, 
"Roses to Rita!" 
SCANDAL, SCANDAL, 
SCANDAL!!! rocked the .~~~~~m:a~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
By M.P.D. 
DON'T FEED THE ANIM-
ALS! The Political Animals 
_ (ah, S.G.A. Candidates) were 
on display this past week at 
the Student Union Zoo, but 
this time they were under the 
watchful eyes of Zoo-keeper 
Rick Veno and S. G.A .. 
Sergeant-with-Big Arms, 
George Mccarron. 900 Spec-
tators fed the Animals and, as 
The Nose knows well from 
first hand experience (Sniff, 
Sniff), the Animals who were 
fed the most will be up at the 
Shoe next year answering for 
the Clubs and Organizations 
looking for Door Prizes that 
age-old question, "Where's 
the Beef going to go?" (And 
You thought it was "Where's 
the Beef''!) 
MEA NWHJLE. ... National 
Secretaries' Week was cele-
bratsd at BSC and SSC Net-
work's Dave Deep, Vice 
President in Charge of S.G.A. 
ASLEEP ON THE JOB or, 
BOY, DID I GET THE 
WRONG ROOM NUMBER-
One of the Animals who'll live 
at the Shoe. BIM-erJoe Gou-
veia, was caught in a com-
promising position last week. 
Having couched his carcass, 
Gouveia dosed off on the 
Student Union Zoo's lonely 
third floor for a cat nap. When 
he woke up, he was greeted 
Office of the Board of Trus-. 
tees when one of The Nose's · 
Little Nostrils exposed Stu-. 
dent Trustee Matt Regan 
expo~ed. For obvious rea-





Robert S. Mello 
Scholarship Fund 
As was reported in last week's Comment, the 
college community lost one of its most valued 
members recently when Robert "Bob" Mello 
died in an auto accident. . 
Bob, a graduate of the class of 1983, was a 
talented, professional actor, a wonderful clown, 
and a genuine & compassionate human being. 
His particular ability to make people laugh, 
made thousands happy. · 
The Robert S. Mello Scholarship Fund has 
been established in his memory, and donations 
are being accepted toward this fun~ which,will 
provide an annual award in his name. 
Your contribution will be greatly appreciated. 
Checks should be made out to: · 
Robert S. Mello Scholarship Fund 
The address: 
Robert S~ Mello Scholarship Fund 
Alt: James Sheehan 
Fiscal Affairs Office 
Bridgewater State College 
Bridgewater, MA 02324 
by SIM Associate Engineer 
Peter George who, tipped off 
by some irate sandbox custo-
mers, entered the Ladies 
Room to revive him. I've 
heard of sleep-walking, but 
taking the couch with you -
to the Ladies Room? Now we 
know what Joe dreams 
about! 
All right, The Nose has to 
keep his Nose clean, and, not 
wanting to cut off his Nose to 
spite his face (Let's face it, 
who would?), he needs to 
find a new Nose with a Nose 
for News who knows how to 
sniff outallthene~sthatfits.~M~~~~~~a~m~ammm~~-AA~~-m~~•·m~•w•~~%~~-m~~•mm~~~•~m~~w~wm~~@m~m&0g@~~~~g~~~~M~~~~~~a~m~~*•~~~ 
'Snot a big money job, but it 
sure beats Nose-candy. 
Donadini (from p. 1) ···--·····-·······---···················-·--·-···--·····"···-·······-········· 
Brockton office of, the Ply- and discretion that have 
mouth County District characterized Justice Dona-
Attorney. dini's entire tenure on this 
In a brief note filed with the Court." 
Deep 
Chief Justice this morning,- Acceptance of Justice 
Justice Donadini said, "I have Donadini's resignation by the 
enjoyed my association with SGA senate would render hdr 
the Court in the past but feel the first Justice to resign . 
presently that I cannot give· from th.e Court in more th.an a 
the time it takes to be an year. SGA President Daniel 
··f1~~"'r-.-· .. -.-•. ...•. ' . 
reason to salute his secretar-
ial savior, Rita Oulette. It 
seems Dave took his orders 
from SSC Network President 
Adrian Rondileau seriously 
The Chief Justice added to 
the Clerk's formal announce-
ment of Justice Donadini's 
resignation a statement, " ... of 





Stouffer's Bedford Glen Hotel. 
Stay at a top-class hotel for just $65? 
It's true~ WeVe slashed the regular 
weekday rate at Stouffer's Bedford Glen 
Hotel a whopping 40% on weekends. 
That's great news for grads expecting 
out-of-town family and friends. Great· 
location, too, just 30 minutes fro111: 
advice and consent of the 
Senate appointment of the 
Justice's successor will fall, 
has received notification of 
the resignation, the Court 
Clerk announced. 
B;arnett (from p. 1) ··~-·····-.···; ... -::. 
The Citation was pr&~-:­
ented by Dr. Adrian Rondi-
leau, President of Bridge-
water State College and a 
long time friend of Prof. Bar-
nett's, during the Alumni 
Association's dinner-theatre 
program prior to the final per-
formance of Barnett's revival 
of The Tempest. Prof. Barnett 
will retire atthe end-of the Fall 
Semeter,, 1984; leaving a 
legacy -of innovative and 
quality theatre. 
(A showcase highlighting the 
career accomplishments and 
literary works by Prof. Robert 
J. Barnett is on display at the 
entrance to the- Clement c. 
Maxwell Library.) 
Flynn Draws Low 
Attendance 
By Peg Borges 
. Plymouth County Sheriff 
Thursday to speak on his 
candidacy. Sheriff Flynn is 
running against incumbent 
congressmen Jerry Studds 
and Elliot Richardson for the 
10th ·Congressional District 
seat. 
Flynn is an alumnus of BSC 
and is a member of the Board 
of .. Trustees. Unfortunately, 
f~w ·members of the faculty, 
administration or student 
body took advantage of this 
o'pportunity to listen to and 
converse with Sheriff Flynn. 
Faculty and administrators 
alike received invitations to 
this event. 
I, myself, was embarras$ed 
to greet Mr. Flynn with an 
audience of onJy.10 (5 faculty· 
and administration plus 5 
stu.dents. Mr. Flynn. however, 
was very. understanding (he 
is an ·alumnus and I must 
thank him for this.) . 
Sheriff Flynn stressed his · 
dismay with the unemploy-
ment problem in New. Bed-
. ford· and his ·concern with 
tuition ·increases at state 
schools. He· also spoke on· 
"Pact.money", which, by the 
way, he is not accepting, and 
asked his op Q 
Flynn, it has been announced 
that Elliot Richardson wtll not 
be accepting "Pact money~· 
and, I believe, that Studds is 
not accepting any either. 
Mr. Flynn believes in work-
ing on the "local" constitu-
ents~ However, he intends, if 
elected, to work for the good ' 
of the state as a . whole. He 
does not feel that the incum-
bent congressman Studds 
has spent as much time on 
local issues as he should. 
On the whole, Sheriff Flynn 
was very congenial and 
understanding. And, ·wish 
him the best of luck, as do all 
of the candidates who are 
working for the good of their 
constituents,. · 
We hope that ·in the future 
there will be a better turnout. 
· The students working on 
Voter Registration. (2/3 of. us 
at present) are trying to keep 
you, the student body, 
informed and help you to be 
more aware. ·of your cl:'loices 
in the upcoming),election! 
Please take advantage of our 
hard work! 
Boston. This Four-Star/Four-Diamond 
hotel has great facilitieS, including year-
round tennis and swimming. Compli-
mentary HBO, morning coffee and 
newspaper. Casual or elegant dining. 
Now, stay first class any Friday; Saturday 
or Sµnday (subject to availabilities). 
1m.1h tn MassQthuse.tts 
. For reservations, call yourTravel Agent 
or (617). 275-5500. ·Or toll-free 
.. 800-.HOTEl.S l~ · 
]J._ cmnprehensive listing of all public and 
private schools in 1Vlassachusetts ·-·, pius 
the latest openings! 
FOR ONLY $.6.00 · 
THE"BElTER WAY" PEOPLE·· 
P.O. BOY. 2153 CENTERVl'LLE, MA 02&:J4 
' ' ~ 
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r-----------------------------1 . II I of my friends were offered 
teaching jobs on the spot! 1 Teacher's Corner! I I ·~~----~~ .......... ------~~-~~--------~~~~j 
J want to make a couple of 
quick points.· If you're in 
teaching for the money, get 
out, because it won't make 
you rich. You must enjoy 
teaching in order to do a 
good job. If you can't get 
along with others, or like 
making fun of people, or hate 
kids, get out! Don't even con-
sider education as a major. 
Yearbook 1984 Staff 
·By Lawrence Allen mental Clinic-This should be 
I finally made it. I will be 
one of the lucky students gra-
duating on May 26th. 
a requirement for all educa-
tion majors. Here you work 
one on one with a handi-
capped child. Contact Joe 
Huber in the Physical Ec;t1,1~a­
tion Department. 
...... and all those interested in helping out 
on this 1 exciting venture. 
I originally came to Bridge-
water with the idea that I 
would transfer to a bigger 
school two years later. This 
never occurred because I 
found the Elementary Educa-
tion program an excel lent 
one. Welf, here I am ready to 
graduate, and writing this 
column for the last time. I 
thought I would mention a 
few last points. 
Adult Education Program-In 
this program, you work one 
on one with a handicapped 
adult. Contact Dr. Tracy Bal-
drate in the Special Educa-
tion Department. 
In this column I have tried 
to reach all education 
majors-elementary, special, 
physical, and early child-
hood. Boy! I have received a 
lot of feedback from last 
weeks column from people of 
all different majors. 
Preliminary structuring will begin during 
the last week of finals"-'if you are free. The 
heauy work will begin right after graduation 
on May 29, and into June. 
One point I want to make is 
that all education majors at 
B.S.C. should join at least 
one education club during 
their college career. 
Recently, I have had job 
interviews, and employers 
have been impressed with the 
clubs listed on my resume. I 
want to briefly mention a few 
of them now: 
Student Council for Excep-
tional Children-Contact Dr. 
Tracy Baldrate. 
Don't believe the rumors 
that there are no teaching 
jobs. There are jobs and the 
demand is increasing fast. 
Every major should become 
familiar with the Career Plan-
ning and Placement Office. 
They offer many free services 
from resume writing to list-
ings of available jobs. Ask 
them about the annual 
M.E.R.C. Conference which 
is held every spring. Several 
Well, this author is getting. 
ready to pack his skis and 
head out west to accept a 
teaching job. (I received it at 
M.E.R.C.!) I won't be back in 
September, so I would like to 
encourage any education 
major or professor to con-
tinue this column. 
Seniors who wish to be a part of. their 
book, Juniors who are looking toward their 
own yearbook, as well as others are 
welcome to join us. Workdays will be from 
10 A.Mp or whenever you can give us the 
time. " 
We plan to make "Spirit" the best ever!! 
Children's Physical Develop-
I want to wish the best of 
luck to all of my classmates 
who are also gradu·ating. We 
finally made it! 
Get the price you want 




RETURN YOUR USED B·OOKS FROM MAY 14, 
1_984 TO MAY 25, 1984 (9:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.) TO 
THE STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSOCIATION 
OFFl.CE ~ 3 .·rd FLOOR OF THE STUDENT 
UNION BUILDING. IN THE FALL·, PLEASE 
RETURN THEM TO THE CATHOLIC CENTR;R 
FROM SEPT. - SEPT. 10 (9:00 a.m. - 4:00 p.m.) 
Pleas_e note: The Book Exchange closes 12:00 -
.1 :00 at the Catholic Center. · 
WE WILL. BE SELLING YOlJR BOOKS FROM 
SEPT. 11 - SEPT. 18. ·vouR M.ONEY MADE 
FROM THE SALE OF YOUR BOOKS WILL BE 
REFUNDED TO YOU FROM ·sEPT.19-SEPT. 21 
{9:00 a.m .. "'°~.,4:00 p.m.) PLEASE SUPPORT. THIS 
WORHTY C~tJS'E~ THIS IS TO· HELP BENEFIT 
YOU! THE BRIDGEWATER ST ATE . COLLEGE 
STUDENT; 
For more information: Call 697-1'200 ex. 2167 
Barbara Condon Glauben 
Editor 
Commentary (from p. 2). ......... . 
rights? The Director of Hous-
ing seems to think that see 
can make her own rules and 
overlook the rules th at 
appear in the student hand-
book New Dimensio·ns.Why 
isn't there enough parking for 
the people who pay to attend 
this school? Most adminis-
trators have their own lots 
and spaces. Why isn't the 
S.G .A., wh0 are elected by 
the· students and work solely 
with student funds, free from 
administra\i\/e control? Why 
w2 forms? Wny 'ddesn't t e .' 
PresideQt retire and give his. 
position to someone better 
·able to handle the job? Why 
does this college falsely 
advertise courses in the 
school college that don't 
exist? I could: go on and on. 
When I criticize this college 
everyone tells' me that it is the 
same everywhere else or that 
I can leave if I want. First, it is· 
not the same everywhere else 
and even if it is, it is no excuse 
for not improving conditions. 
Second, sure I can leave but 
that doesn't solve anything 
and besides, I don't like to 
. give up_ a fight. 
I know students are getting 
short changed but I have no 
sympathy for thehi. It is their 
dwn fault for not standing up 
for their rights .. If apathy had 
a home, Bridg,evvater would 
be the place. Motivating.stu-
dents on this campus is like 
pulling teeth. It is a sad sight 
when people d~n~t care but 
maybe the ~chool system has. 
programm~d us not to care. 
Maybe stu~ents do care but 
run , .into· 1big bureaucratic 
walls. 
No · one has any sure 
answers tq any of the prob-
lems that ·face Bridgewater 
and the educatloi:tsystem as 
. a whole but we .ca;n begin to 
look at the existiiilg system 
slid con.sider mays to 
improve it It will take a.'lot of 
time and effort but it will be 
worth it be,cause America wiH 
grow stronger. Nuclear war 
threatens mankind's exist-
ence but ignorance is what 
will bring nuclear fatality to 
life. 
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The 1984 BSC Herita1 
The Fun Begins ... 
.•. ; ... 
BSC's Faithful Mascot ·· 
The GrandM arshals: David 
Kutcher, Major Chester 
Gardner and Paul Dobson 




Hail Sigma Chi! . 
~e Day Parade 
Beep! Beep! Beep! 
Class of 1985 
ALPHA 
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YOUR COLLEGE BOOKSTORE 
500/ FOR YOUR. /0 USED BOOKS WE PAY UPTO 
We buy all USED textbooks .. 
MUST HAVE CURRENT MARKET VALUE 
WHETHER USED HERE OR NOT 
j ' 
May l~.,-17, 18, 2~l'. 22, 23, 24, 9 a.m.-4 p.111. · 
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Steve · 0 'Brien 
Santos To 
Perform Co·ncert 
Henry Santos, pianist, composer, will perform at the 
Central United ·Methodist Church, SchoolSt., Sunday, 
May 20, at 4:00 P.M. 
Santos was a finalist in the First Louis Moreau Gett-
schalk CompetiUon for pianists and composers. H~ was· 
chosen to perform one of the.compositions with the Chi-
lean Symphony Orchestra in Santiago.Chile. He has also 
performed in Swit.zerland and France and in major cities 
in the Eastern United States as well as radio and 
television. . 
Santos began the study of the: piano at the age of seven. 
He has completed undergraduate and graduate studies at 
the College of Fine and Applied Arts at Boston University. 
He has studied piano with Alf redo Fondacaro, Carl Law-
son, Arttero Bendettt Michelanoh, and is currently study-
ing composition with Dr. Hugo Norden, Professor 
Emeritus,.Boston University. Mr. Santos is a memb~fof 
the music· faculty at Bridgewater State College and.has' 
taught at Perkins Schooffor the Blind atWatertown. 
· . ·For Sunday's concert, Santos has chosen the following 
program: three Etudes by F. Chopin, and a work by 
L.M.Gotlschalk. Three of Santos own compostions, 
r4ndroscoggin, Pines, Chorale and Theme will be 
Included. The Programwill conclude with the Pictures at 
an Exhibition by M.Mussorgsky. The General Public is 
cbordially·invited and admission. is free. • 
rv~u7N~-;;;;;EE;~~!1 I rn type your term paper, thes;s, j 
I manuscript w/cover letter: prompt I 
I service - reasonable rates. I L · Call Cheryl 341 -1543 J 
"If itisllt better 
·by my riext 
penod, 
then I'll go:' 
· One of the worst things a woman 
can. ev.er d. o~erself is fail to get a gyn exam $00D as she senses 
something is ng. If you think 
you have any blem, make an 
appointment · Preterm and 
find out. . . Because the 
time to catch the minor things 
is when they're still minor. 
Preterm. 738-6210. 
~reterm 
The most experienced 
reproductive health care center 
in the Northeast. 
1842 Beacon Street 
Brookline. MA 02146 
A lkensed non· profit health care facility. 
Teen Counseling 
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Dr • v • Jam es Dinardo 
Prof. 
J o.anne Wuschke 
When Professor Joanne 
Wuschkejoined thefacurty in 
the Department of Speech 
Communications, Theatre 
Arts, and Communication 
Disorders -in the fall of 1970, 
she brought with her a rich 
background from which to 
draw in he_.r teaching. 
Included had been time spent 
as Director of Girl's and 
Women's Activities at the 
Y.M.C.A., a period as Direc-
t1or of the Speech and Lan-
guage Clinic at the Kennedy 
Memorial Hospital for Child-
ren, and finally several years 
as Instructor at Boston Uni-
versity and Director of the 
Speech and Language Clinic 
at University Hospital and at 
the Boston University School 
of Education. In each of these 
settings she had had the 
opportunity to apply her 
theoretical · training in real 
situations and to work with 
clients and families on a per-
sonal level. 
Professor Wuschke is the 
backbone of the Communi-
cation Disorders Program. 
She has provided major con-
tributions to _the design and 
development of the curricu-
lum and the subsequent revi-
sions required to meet state 
certification and licensure 
guidelines. She is known as a 
constructive prob I em-solver 
and an energetic, stimulat-
ing, and purposeful col 
league. 
In her role as teacher, Pro-
fessor Wu sch ke is responsi-
ble for preparing students to 
become clinicians and 
school speech, language and 
hearing specialists. In her 
courses she introduces stu-
aems not omy w me current 
research information on var-
ious disorders and therapies, 
but to the profession itself 
Dr. Walter Morin 
• · tlllllll.iillll-~~,. Morin, Pro- ter's office, laboratory or 
fessor in the Department of classroom. He serves as the 
Biological Sciences, has resident advisor to students 
been a member of the faculty interested in medical, dental: 
at Bridgewater .State College · or nursing studies. !\'.'any 
for twen~y-:-two yea.rs. g;y~Jl19,,,".,h~Y~c ~one on. to. doctoral this. period he has worked level study and frequently 
and · arduous hours to their accomplishment have 
improve and expand his surpassed even Walter's and 
·knowledge. After completing this sho~ld b~ s.o. for tr.uly. i~ 
his· Ph.D. studies at Clark academia, this 1s the s1grnf1-
University in 1966, he con- cant m~rk of a great te~cher; 
tinued to . pursue orJginal the ach1ever:1ent of ones stu-
laboratory research at Clark, dents· over time. 
the University of Massachu- Within the classroom or 
setts, the University of laboratory Dr. Morin move.s 
Toronto, Duke University, his students to learn to their 
Colorado State Univers!ty, limit. H.is classes are never 
and here at . Bridgewater. . dull. Students are urged to 
Such work was completed con~inually ask questions ~r 
during unpaid leaves, sab- are ~ulled to .respond. to his. 
baticals, and. most often in probing, leading queries. He 
the evening or on weekends. is a man of great compassion 
Dr. Morin developed skill in with an inner drive to teach 
.sophisticated techniques biology. effectively . to as 
such as electron microscpy ma~y st~~ents as he is able. 
and . auforadiography. He His a~1l1ty to.pr~sent clear 
become a recognized author- . and lucid descnpt1ons of eso-
ity in· nerve and muscle teric phenome.na ~n the s~r~c­
ph'ysiology. ture and functioning of ltvmg 
. His scholarship, reputa- organism, es pe c i all Y 
tion; and skill have attracted humans, leads students on to 
numerous highly qualified new and expanded levels of 
young people to our campus. understanding. His patience 
Untold numbers of graduates. and sense of. humor ar~ a 
trace their roots directly to comfort to those struggling 
the pleasant hours they spent w!th difficult new c_once~ts. 
absorbinQ knowledge in Wal- Hts. empathy, cons1derat1on 
and to the clientele they are 
planning to serve. She is well 
respected by professionals in 
her field and each course is 
carefully planned and contin-
ually revised, renewed, and 
updated. Her lessons are 
designed on several levels to 
accomodate differences in 
learning style among her 
students. 
In addition to utilizing 
films, articles, readings and 
the like, Professor Wuschke 
invites persons with speech, 
language, or hearing dis-
orders such as stutterers, 
laryngectomees, aphasics, 
. hearing handicapped and 
persons with neurological 
disorders which affect 
speech and hearing to her 
classes to talk about their 
handicaps, how they deal 
with such problems, and how 
our society deals with them. 
Field trips to head trauma 
centers, hospitals, clinics, 
and support groups for 
stroke patients · are also 
included. The success of her 
teaching is due largely to.the 
skiJled and sensittve way in 
which she handles the prepa-
ration, discussion, . and 
follow-up sessions. Joanne 
teaches the whole person; 
she shares in information, 
elicits affective responses, 
and builds ethics and stand-
ards regarding the pro-
fession. 
During th.e course of a day 
you may find her in her office, 
in the cafeteria, or in the 
library - but always with stu-
dents. She is an effective and 
empathetic counselor. She 
has a strong sense of reality 
and an ability to provide stu-
dents with the proper chal-
1.e n g es and supports 
necessary for growth. She 
. ~ommunicates her goals and 
objectives clearly - and with 
wit, h.onesty, and style - so 
that her interactions with stu-
dents. are an equal sharing. · 
Professor ~oanne Wus 
chke approaches her teach-
ing wi~h zest and a rare 
humane. concern for each 
·student. Rather than the hid- -
den message, "Like me!", her 
clear message to students is 
"Learn to like yourself, enjoy 
what you do, and take plea-
sure in working hard in order 
to do what you want to do." 
This is the model of a good-----
teacher - and our · good 
friend. 
· Presented by the Bridge-
water State "College Alumni 
Association, May 6, 1984. 
From Left to Right: Dr. Walter Morin, Prof. Joan.ne Wuschk~, and Dr. Olnarrio. < . .; 
and concern for each student 
and his own love of learning 
make enrollment in his 
classes the highlight of one's 
academic experience for · 
many students. · 
The learning process for 
Dr. Morin's students has 
never been confined to a for-
mal academic setting since 
lessons are often learned in 
the pleasant warmth of his 
home, in a car on the way to a 
lecture at MIT, or along acold 
and slippery White Mountain 
Trail--not to mention a pub 
or two along the way. Dr. 
Morin is a living resource for 
his studen~s. ·Only his little 
advertised successes with 
students have been his 
reward over the years. But, by 
any yardstick he is an enor-
mously successful teacher 
and we. are proup today to 
recognize his talent. 
The award was 1 presented 
by the Brid_gewater State Col-
lege Alumni Association May 
6, 1£34 .. 
Award 
For 
Excellence in Teaching 
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Senior Madness 
Thursday, May 10, 1984 
Countdown Party at the Citizens Club. Derek Askew 
will be the D.J. C & D Productions-light show. 
...................................... -.............................................. _ ................................................................................................. .. 
Sunday, May .20, 1984 
Rat Party. Open to seniors only. Cost is $1.00. 8:00 
p.m.-12:00 p.m. 
........................................................................................................................................................................................................... 
Monday, May 21, 1984 
Coffee House Luncheon to be held in the S. U. Ballroom 
from 11 :00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. Cold buffet (you do not have to 
come at 11 ). Entertainment by students. The luncheon is 
free with a meal ticket but you must sign up prior to May 
16. Cost is $2.00 without a meal ticket. 
Tuesday, May 22, 1984 
... 8~-~-~"h·--;_,~~tr.~i-·s~-~~~~t·s~~-~-h:·-w~-~~ti-~~-.-·M·;:"C:;~-~t·i~ 
$5.00 for Food and transportation. Bus leaves from the 
Union at 9:00 a.m. and returns at 8:30 p.m. Alcohol is 
allowed but only in cans. Raindate is May 24th. 
.............. ·-~ ....................... -.................................................................................................................................................................... .. 
Wednesday, May 23, 1984 · 
Booze Cruise will be leaving from Commonwealth Pier 
in Boston. Band is Midnight Traveler. Cost is $8.00, trans-
portation $1.00. Bus leaves in front of the Union at 7:00 
retµrns at 12:30. 
Thursday, May 24, 1984 
Far.ewe/I Party at the Roseland Ballroom in Taunton. 
Band will be The Vex. Cost is $4.00 in advance, $5.00 at 
the door. 8:00 p.m. - 1 :00 a.m. Transportation available, 
must sign up soon. 
..... _ ........................................................................................................................................................... _ ... _______ ................... ... 
Friday, May 25, 1984 
Senior Dinner Dance at The Diplomat in Easton, includes 
a Champagne toast. Band will be The Rev. There will also 
be a D.J. 6:30 p.m. - 1 :30 a.m., dinner at 7:30. $15.00 
single, $30.00 couple. . 
........................................................................................................................... _ .... _ ........................................................................... ... 
Ticket Information 
. All tickets are available from the Senior Class Officers: 
Cindy Skowyra .......................................................... 207 Pope 
Steve Ijams ............ · .................................................... 303 Scott 
Cindy Hayward .......................................................... 3A Apts . 
Sue Seminario ·············-······-·································-··· 6B Apts. 
Diana Simpson .......................................................... 68 Apts. 
Lenny Recupero ........................................................ 309 Scott 
Catch the video commercial of Senior Weeki 
Buy your tickets soon/ 
$200 - $300 
DIVISION of 
CONSOLIDATED FOODS 
Due te>expar.sion, we need' 15 college 
st~ents to help us run our business in 
the Southern Massachusetts area. 
We are also taking appl:~ations for our 
management training school. Car 














ALL WORK AND NO PIA Y? 
Brighten your employment picture with 
temporary jobs .•• to keep you busy this 
summer •.. and you7l still have time for 
sun and fun!!! '""' 
• Top Rates • Super Companies 
• Great Experience 
Call Us Today! 
Acton, MA (617) 263-9566 
Boston, MA (617)357-8300 
Burlington, MA (617)213-1470 
Cambridge, MA (617) 354-7215 
Framingham, MA (617)879-6332 
Lowell. MA (617)458-7533 
Manchester, NH (603) 623-1181 
Methuen, MA (617)682-1792 
Nashua, NH (603) 883-6830 
Quincy, MA (617) 786-8564 
Stoneham. MA (617)4384901 
Waltham, MA (617)8904404 
• Secretarial • Clerical 
• Light Industrial • T echnic.al 
You're a :ipecial person 
at O/f'tce SpeciaJists! Office 
Specialists® 
opportunity to thank those of 
New SGA (from p. 1)................ . . you who have placed your 
.quite rambunctuious. Car- know what has been done for cially those who supported the student body. I feel that con~dence i"'c~e by fe~~~jng 
reiro says that he will do his (their clubs) in the past and me." we have a very productive m;. enator, as~ 0 h with 
best to maintin order by "rec- will also know that funding Ralph Plotke, the only Senate and I look forward to I hav~ taken t~~~e~~~n . in 
ognizing anyone who has a has ·been allocated. Senator-at-Large that was making 1985 the best ye~r ev_ery si~cere 1 e t ou to 
valid point-a valid contribu- "Also, I want to meet with the able to be reached for com- ever!" Lanata thanks the ~mg. 1 t~1 repr~i~it~ a~d see 
ti on to make. Senate Presidents and Treasuers of ment (the other Senators-at- Class of 1985 for "giving me e es 0d my~ ns attectin 
members will have first prior- all of the clubs at one time to Large: Peg Borges; Denis the opportunity to serve that fpe. e e~~~e with you9r. 
ity to be recognized." Car- make sure that they know Lawrence; Erik Johnson), them." .· · ~~ ~est:r at heart 
reiro will "keep. the. Senate····what's in their budgets;. to .. states that he will "work dBi- ., . qqlif1, MlflPZO •. ijE!n'~~ ~~!~.:wcaNd···~ike to wish the 
extreme\y pua,y. ,.:~\l .. ,S~f\a1\:~iH'· :·-1~sw1.1U••t1 aJill:•w•1u1m11111u nt1111:nuo11111u1111·q11 asn111•u11 rll!l'lfjf1i!lfllr;!flMFl11Ml!itll"!'n8 r ~~ti:~ SGA good luck in their 
committees will meet once a how to make out vouchers; more smoothly and be more has great potent r a I to endeavors and together 
week. t'd like to see them explain to them what a productivetha~everbefore." becomeagood~utletforstu- new can make the 1984-85 
oresent a regular report." "Number 2" account is and Plotke, who wishes to be on dent representation, depend- we . ear a reat suc-
:arreiro also wishes to thank give them (suggestions) for the Ways and Means commit- ing on how well the members aced~miclf f us ,,9 
'George Mccarron for suf- fund raisers for money that tee, would like to "thank the . of the SGA work tog~ther. ~s ce~s or ~o~vie~ Senato~ 
ering through a thankless willthengointothis"Number ~tudent body .tor their ~on- far as th.e voting is 1 8~0 is "Lookin' very opti-Db of the Election Director. 2" account; and to check and tinued support, and I wont let concerned-it c~n become a ~ ti~ally toward; a very pro-
I'd also like to thank) all of see how. th~y will plan to them down!'.' ... . . joke. I mean •. s~r~ousl~;' lwi:l~ ~~~tive ear. 1 have a few 
hose who vote~ for me." in~rease their club member- Greg .Gelineau, who won ele~t!ld-~it~J~st t~o votes a~ things i/ mind that J'd like to 
Jeff Nummetm, the new ship. . . re-.etect1on as Senator 1985 a "'nte~1n1.}rr:'~'1 .c:im:~I': S~nc:i;... ef started. For example, 1 ~econd Vice-Presiq.ef\t, a!ld .· "\ want .to discuss wit~ (with the most votes) wo~ld torsforthe·Ci~~$sof~986wh<Y. ~ ve strong need for a 
llVh() also .-.is a commUtf3r, "th~m (the c\ub officers) the like to thank 0 thoseforvoting could .not be reached for.an ca mmtter Committee l have 
would 11\i'ke to thank the peo-' idea that they .subIT)it a for me-for re-electing me." inte~iew are: Kathy White; 0 ken with various people 
pie who helped me with the monthly. .agend.a and have G~li.~eau, who ~ays that he Will.iam Chane~; Nancy ~~~he SGA and former SGA 
campaign.· ·To those . who that published m The Com- will· do my best in represent- Coll ms. . .· . 0 le and commuters who voted for me1 l'H do my best ment atthe beginning of each ing the student body•• wants Dan Darcy, s.errator 1987. pe ~n't had an thin t6 do 
and also try .to i<eep.order in moAth. 1. (am goingto) create to sincerely thank "George wa.nts to. see a Commuter h~~h SGA befor: andgthey all 
theSGA.Hmpetohaveapro- a main bu\letin board some McCarron (who) did a great .Organization set-up. He wi . . t ouldbeacommit-
dyqtive year with the new place in the Union where it job with the elections. I have would also like to see some :avor ;1" th~ h we would have 
administration." " ·· . · can be .. seen by. ev(arybody, great faith that the SGA will sort of a "bulletin board set ee 0 . ~h ice SGA personnel 
Oebra· Santheson, the for all of the ~tubs.On it will be very productive next up for commuters and let tw~ or re ters would vote 
Executive· Secretary of the be posted basic things-such year.'' . · them kno\iy what is going on." an.·. ~o~~u would Hke to be 
SGA, is a Computer Science as meeting times, events, Christine Quinn, Senator He would also like to see dis- for~ 0 e~.ttee This would 
major who lives in the Pope when the elections for club 1985, will be appointed to the tant commuters (those stu- ... ~n ~ ~tcom it'the ~ommuter's 
Hall dorm.As Secretary, officers are, etc. Curriculum Committee next dents who live five miles or . e : _:~tsuwould keep the 
Santheson has her work cut "I (hope) to increase com- year. She will also be more· away from the school} nee 5 . t' s in better touch 
out for her, as this is a compli- municati~ns by establishing involved with the GER Sub- get more involved. Darcy al~o C<?~~hu ~GA There's been a 
cat~~·as ~ell ~s a very crucial a monthly meeting with the C?ommittee a~d will most suggests !ha~"somethings_in WI k of ~t befo.re~ They are.the 
po.s1t1on. I'd like to make my clubs ~nd a Ways and Mea~s likely be making prop~sals the co.~~!~~!,~~~-!1!.~~.-~~J;1.ts~--~~-9-,.0riiiofthe school. At the voice. heard on the Senate committee member who wit.I_ QJl_Jh.e .. G.EB!.s.-Says--QlJ+flfl~---·-·crim1natory. to oommuters maJ t'me I'd like to- work 
and I'd like to keep th+flgS--as----be·----worktn-g-a:s-·ffieTf"" ... CTub "When other projects come should be change~ .. ·~ In addi~ s~~epe~pl~ Hving on campus 
organized as possible." She advisor. . up I hope to participate in tion to these changes, Darcy w~d cam us organizations. 
would also like to extend her "Also, I plan on keeping them, but my major c9ncern will probably become the ~ in a n~w-comer 1 have a 
appreciation to all of those · tabs on the vouchers-I'll be is the GER sub-committee- Elections Director ~ext year, 1 ~ t; learn but ,..,.; looking 
-who voted in the elections, checking the books every and I want student inputs tor and try and establish more to ward to it 1 hope the SGA 
especially those who voted time a voucher is signed!" the GER's next year!" . events for those students orn learn f~om last year's 
tor her. Lucas may be contacted by Dave Bu~kley, Senator undertwenty- "we were left c~ takes and get off to a 
. Nadine Lucas, Tre~suer, leaving a message for her in 1985, will try and "pre~entthe out o·f a lot of events!".. . _m~~d start this year and stay 
has many plans for the new her mailb9x in the SGA knowledge I have with stu- Darcy states that even g that trail. I'm looking for-
administration, especially in office. . dent issues that come to the thou~h ~e had problems last ~rd to working with everyb-
--~e ·way· of the .re ... organiza John Beaton, the Ass1sta~t SGA, due to the ~act that I year, 1tw1ll take eve~ effort of od . No single person alone 
tion of. ·club .. funding. "I am Treasuer, says that he 1s have attended this college . the new Senate to .improve. . on ~he SGA can get anything 
trying to start a new system- "going to work very closely long enough to. feel that I and to go one step beyond. d ne The SGA has to work 
the buclg.ets (will· be} on file with the Treasuer (Nadine know,, what the students I'd li~e to.thank everybody for a~ 8 t~am. Hopefully, we'll do .~othat peopl~ can· look back l.lucas), who-has a lot of good need. · Buckley would also_ helping m every. way they that-this year to benefit the 
And s~e whathas{been)hap- ideas .that she wantsto put to like to· thank George McCar- could - especially Ter~ students,, 
,15ening iti the past and then · . work. The two of us will be ron for his personal interest Miller, Xena Wall~n, David , Chris Cline could not be 
.ih.ey. can make future alloca- . working to create a moreeffi- inthe elections. Carreiro, Judy Henry,· Beth reached for comment. 
~ons) will start (using) some cient budgeting system." In John Lanata, who was also · 0'Conne11, and Mary This is the new SGA. Good 
:foldersfpr e·ach club and out · closing aeaton would ''like to re~elected as Senator 1985, McLaughlin." 1 k to the new officers and 
·their individual .. · alloc.ation in thank all of the people who will "continue to work for the Edward Nicoletti,,. Senat~r:- ~~Y next year be "product-
aach folder so people will got :out to yqt~, a.nd .espe: .Glass.,af. '85, ar.ld the rest of 1987: would "like to take this . ,, · 
. , ··-·'·'···,·.'Jy~ ... ".~·· ,. '··· .. , .. ·~ . 
************************************ 
* * * * i Irish i 
* * 
* * ~ Suninier i 
* * 
* * : From July 12 to August 9, 1984, SUNY-Oneonta will' ~ 
* sponsor an interdisciplinary summer program in Ireland. * ! The courses--lnt.D. 270-272: Gaelic Ireland; Ireland, * 
* 1800-1916; and Modern lreland--will be offered on site in : 
* cooperation with colleges of the National University and * ! the New University of Ulster. The program carries 6 s.h. of ~ 
* credit at the undergraduate or graduate level. * 
* "Gaelic Ireland," set in the rural west, studies cultural * ! roots in a series of lectures on archaeology, cultural geo- ~ 
* graphy, mythology, language, poetry and history. "Ire- * 
* land, 1800-1916." set in Donegal and Derry, focuses on * ~ the political, economic,· and social history in the 19th ~ 
* century. There will be attention to emigration and to the * 
~ Celtic Literary Revival. "Modern Ireland," set in Dublin * 
* City, concentrates on the movement toward republic. ~ 
* The final sessions are devoted to an analysis of the New * 
~ lreland--its government, social structures, and arts. The ~ 
* lectures on the courses are distinguished academics arid * 
* public figures. , * 
* Cost of the summer program has been set at $950 plus ! ! applicable tuition and college fees. Price includes round- * · 
* trip airfare (New York-Shannon-New York), internal * 
* travel, bed-and-breakfast, lectures, and all program- t ! related activities. Students are responsible for other * 
* meals, texts, and incidentals. ~ 
* * * . * ~ If you are interested in this study program, please fill out  
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Student Government Association 
and the 
All-College Committees 
The following pqsitions are available: 
S.G.A. positibns 
1 · Executive Advisor 
1 - Elections Director 
1 - $tate College Coordinator 
1 - Food Service Committee Chairperson 
1 : Handbook Committee Chairperson 
7 - Publicity Committee 
All-College Committee positions 
3 · All-College Committee 
3 · Curriculum Committee 
3 · Academic Policies · 
6 · Student Affairs 
5 - Athletic Fee Committ.ee 
For students interested, applications are available in the 




Go To Maine 
* the following and return to: * 
·* * ! Dan Casey ~ 
By Maria Mauro and Cindy 
Parlee 
present, 82 were from the 
Derry school in New Hamp-
shire and eight from the Cot-
ting school for special needs 
children in Boston. 
event. He did a terrific job 
organizing the various activi-
ties around the week's theme 
which was the book "Th~ 
Island of the Blue Dolphin." 
* English Department * 
* SUNY * ! Oneonta, NY 13820 ! 
* (607) 432-7088 * 
* * 
* * 
* * Student Information· Sheet 
* * a ~~~:: Aci~~i~~-~-~·:·:::::::::::::::::::::::·.:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ! 
* * ;~?~:~ (;:::::::~:~:::;::~::;;:::;:.::_'.~::~:::;-~~::-:::; __ .::"_::-·jj:::~ f 
* . . . . * 
lt School Telephone: -----------···--··--···-----··---------·-··------·-·--·- * 
-• ¢ ~ Year in School: .... ----··-··-·------··---··-·---·-·-·-······--·-···--·-··--··--··--·····-·-· * 
• . " * 
>4 Ma1or: --·-········---····--····-···-····--····---·-·-·······--·-··-······-··-···---···-·--··----·· * ~ Academic Reference: ······---·---·-·-·-·-··--·--·-·--·-····--·--·----······--·-··--· ~ 
~ * . ~ ······-···--············---·--·--·-·----·······--········--·-······-··-·····-···-······--···-··--·-··-·· 
~ * 
* * ***********************************. 
Metropolitan 
at B.S.C. 
By Scott Yakola son would have to sell door to 
door, to relatives, and have to 
Emphasizing that know!- work nights, Mr. Wood 
edge is salespower, Michael showed a video presentation 
Wood and Joan Bickmann of o.f Metrnpolitan CareerTrain-
the Metropolitan Insurance ing Program. The program's 
Company dicussed insu- philosophy is that to acheive . 
ranee careers with students success you need to be pre- .. 
on Tuesday, May 1st. pa'red. Thus, the technique of 
Mr. Wood opened by giving gainin·g knowledge first then 
a brief description of the doing. is ·used. 
industry __ as a whole and then Following the video, Mr. 
went inbgreater detail about Wood and Mrs. Bickmann 
Metropolitan. Major poin~s answered questions. The 1 
included: the fact that one event was conducted by the 
out of every four .people Society for the Advancement 
insure with Metropolitan,. of Management (§.A.M) and 
they are the highest payer of .. the Career ··Planning .and 
dividends, they are the only Placement Office. If you are 
multi-line (all types of insu- interested in learning more · 
ranee) company. and there about. the possibilities of a 
are many job opportunities. job with Metropolitan, infor-
After clearing the fallacy mation is available in the 
that an 'insurance salesper- C.P.P. office.· 
During the past week (April 
29-May 4), fourteen students 
from the Recreation Concen-
tration of the Physical Educa-
tion Department enjoyed a 
field experience in Maine 
leading 90 eigth graders in a 
camping experience at 
Aggasiz Village in Gray, 
Maine. Of the 90 campers 
The Bridgewater students 
joined students from the 
Physical Education Depart-
ment at Boston University for 
the week. Dr. John Cheffers, 
the director of Physical Edu-
cation at Boston University 
was the co-ordinator of the 
A special thanks to Mrs. 
Jan Harris the co-ordinator 
of the Recreation Concentra-
tio~ for arranging this oppor-
tun~ty. The students gained 
an immeasurable amount of 
experience. 
.i, ~"5ti 11; 1~a ~ 1 "~ ~ t , l'iJJ, 1" ~ <II • , • ~ ,,. .. ';f -; ~ t ~ 't.ii •t. ... "" ~ "c;.':,, h ,., :l1 ""' w """""',qt"' .r:ouT:EAS~ER~ :A~S~~~~:ET~; UNI:~RSJT71~ ~~· . 'l- tiNIVERsITYci~MONTREAL ~ ~1 
~ THIRD ANNUAL -~ 
I s~:::::~~~,: :;,:::~H · ~-
.·~ SMU FOREI~N5~:::~:~~ DEPARTMENT I 
n DIVISION OF CONTINUING STUDIES n· 
U Classes fo~ all 6 weeks will be held at the SMU campus. D 
n For Information Contact: .n 
u DR. YOKEN 999-8335 or 994-4212 v 
Lr WP d wp -- NP a enc .. .d 
Special 
Personals 
')~ 1 111 . ' 
Xena-· Happy Gradua-
tion!! We love you to pie-
ces. Love, Greg and Deb. 
Munchkln, Congrats; I know 
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Dependent on previous art training both fundamental and 
advanced projects are assigned, each focusing on the theme of 
coastal Maine. 
NO .FORMAL ART TRAINING REQUIRED 
Instructor: Dr. Stephen Smalley, Professor. and Chairperson 
Department of Art 
Totalc::ourse charges: ~induding fees)\ . , · ... 
Undergraduate :-:... $173.00 
Graduate - $197.00 
• • • AGAIN 
For students who have mastered the fundamentals of 
photography although no formal photo_graphy training required. 
Determining good composition, solving problems related to light 
measurement, and determining correct exposure under a variety 
of conditions will be stressed. Emphasis will be placed on regular 
daily shooting assignmet}ts in the field and critiques. 
, Students must have an adjust~ble 35mm camera. a tripod~ a 
cable release, a grey card, and a hand-helq ught meter is desirable .. 
AU ,zourse work will be done with Ektachrome film_ 
No·FORMALPHOTOGRAPHY. TRAJNJNG.REQUIRED 
lnstrudor: Dr. Robert Ward 
Dept. of Media and Librarianship 
Total course charges: (in duding fees) Undergraduate - $203.00 
· Graduate · $227-<XJ 
L.odging· and Food 
Guest rooms at reasonable rates are available at the East Wind Inn in Tenants Harbor, 04860, and the Ocean 
House in Port Clyde, 04855. The local realtor in Tenants Harbor is True Hall Realty. Attractively priced 
housekeeping cottages ~re available. 
Food is ample in the area and workshop participants fully participate in the social and cultural riches of the area. 
Transportation 
While automobile. transportation is often needed it is not essential that all participants have an auto as the sharing 
concept is stressed. The main location of the workshop is at Tenants Harbor, a five hour drive from Boston. Direct 
ai: service from Logan Airport to Owls Head (Rockland) is available daily (45 mins.) from Bar Harbor Airlines. 
Field Trips 
Opportunities for field trips relate t9 such time-established art colonies as Haystack School of Art as well as 
galleries and museums (Farnsworth in Rockland, Bowdoin College, Portland Museum of Art, and the Maine 
Photographic Workshop). Further locations of interest would be the Olson Estate (Andrew Wyeth'& Christina's 
World), Monhegan Jsla~d, arrd10amcmn Harbor, in addition to _the network of islands adjacent. to the c~st. 
FOR FURTHER INFORMATION CONTACT ONE. OF THE FOLLOWING 
Dr: Stephen Smalley, Department of Art 
Bndgewater State College 
Bridgewater, Massachusetts 02324 
1:617-697~1359 
Dr. Robert Ward, Dept. of Media & Librarianship 
Bridgewater State College 
Bridgewater, Massachusetts 02324 
. 1,617-697-1200 Ext. 2028 
FC>r Registration Information Contact the '.Program of Graduate and Continuing Educatio~ - 1-617~97-1262 
~I 
I .,,•.',;v<·~i!··~t ' 
. ' 1~~~!5~U"':coictJ;; 
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The-Comment Lady Bears onroui010• 1984 
. NCAA's 
By Joe Gouveia 
The BSC Women's softball 
team has been invited to the 
NCAA championship tourna-
ment. Their final record was 
20-4-1, a record good 
enough to earn ther:n the 
MASCAC championship title 
. (11-1). 
The girls were 15-1-1 as of 
last Thursday, and then 
swept a doubleheader away 
from Mass. Maritime on the 
same day, winning by final 
scores of 25-0 and 23-0. The 
girls then split with Salem 
State, winning the first game, 
4-0, and then losing the 
second by a score of 2-0. 
After that, they took yet 
another doubleheader, this 
time· from North Adams 
State, 7-0 and 6-0. In the last 
two games of the season, the 
girls lost a doubleheader to 
Rhode Island College, 3-2 
and 9-4. The team took the 
losses positively, however, as 
after their previous whopping 
victories they now won't go 
into the NCAA tournament 
overconfident. 
Trainer Peter Krasner des 
cribes the team as "over-
whelming". When asked to 
comment on the team's suc-
cess, he says, "The pitching 
and fielding have been there 
pretty much." With talents 
such· as Darlene Dusseault 
and Janice Pistorino, it is no 
wonder that opponents aver-
age only 1.7 points per game 
against them. Jill Barres also 
displays superb catching 
abilities, and has proven her 
worth to the team by calling 
.§PORT§ 
filmpson makes the play. Photo: Ed Donahue 
Bridgewater's 
By Mike Storey had great years with the men 
winning the RIC Invitational 
and taking third in the MAS- . 
CAC. The women took a first 
at RIC and four seconds at 
the Northeastern, Bryant, 
SMU, and Codfish Invitation-
als. 
the games above and beyond 
the cal I of duty. 
There is more to this team 
than that, however. The 
defense is near perfect. I was 
privileged to watch the girls 
in practice Tuesday after-
noon. Infielder Gloria 
1984 Women's Softball Team 
Bessette made a sensational 
dive-sliding catch on the 
hardwood floor of the Kelly 
gym. This goes to show the 
determination this team has. 
Getting back to the pi_tch-
ing, assistant coach Bob 
Denise drills his · o!tchers 
hard. I could near n1m cnant-
ing to Dusseault and Pisto-
rino: "Come on, excellence, 
excellence! Pump that arm! 
Push! Push! Move, move, 
move!" And move they did, as 
the hustle djsolaved by the ·. 
Continued on o. 18 
Photo: Ed Donahue 
Men's Baseball Comes to an 
End 
By Bob McCabe 
. ·.·.·· ... ; h'.<f 
, The 1984 version 1 ot the 
Bridgewater State: men's 
baseball <team, curJently . 6 
and 9, has had bad .luck and. 
worse weather this season. 
The Bears pitching staff, 
which started the season with 
Steve Ogden, Rich Penny, 
John Duddy, Earl Metzler, 
Dave Mountain, Dave Laing-
\ais, and Jim Porter, was 
d. ep.· J. ... e ..t.·e···d·'.,.·b·· ..Y· i ... n.:du_ .r .....i·e· .. ,s •.. 1···.s .  ·t···.J_ro. s··.:.ll ··,· John ··,Duddy,:was. injured .ofi 
the · last out against Fra-
mingham State and was lost 
for the season. The following 
Friday Rich Penny came up 
with a sore arm that made the 
staff even more beleaguered. 
The shining star for the 
Bears has been the return to 
form of lefty Steve Ogden, 
·''Wall of 
Fame" 
The winter season was led 
by the women's basketball 
team, that went to the NCAA 
Regional tol)rnament for the 
second year· 'in a row while 
compiling a (22-5) season. 
The men's swim team (7-2) 
had their best season in ten 
years. They had their best fin"'. 
ish ever in the NewEnglands 
as c;1 , team··· and sent' two 
~ swirnmers to ,the nationals. 
The wrestling squad (8-8) 
had their best season, plac-
ing two on .the All New Eng-
Continued on p. 18 
who is 2-2, but both losses 
came \n the last inning, to 
·· .... 'A/ef;tfi~ld and S~lerrK~fEl·~e •.. 
· · · · ortensively, the Sears r1av~ 
. been led by Gary: Corshia, 
who is hitting at a .500 clip 
with two home runs from the 
OH spot. .Tim Finnegan,· bat-
ting .387 with two home runs:-· .. 
has delivered the key hit with 
men on base many times. Bill 
Drew and Paul Palermo have 
also been hitting around .400 
for the Bears. Home run hit-
ters have been Corshia and 
Finnegan, with two apiece. 
Steve Ogden, Arnie Petrosky; 
Chris Dentino, and Domingo 
Amaqo have all hit one. 
The Bears' defense has 
been shaky, but the move-
ment of All-Conference 
second baseman Dan 
Mqt;ugh, back from short-
stop, strengthened the 
infield. Niles Berry at first, 
Mike Beliveau in right, and 
Bill Simpson at third !'lave all 
turned in solid years.· 
This past year has been 
just outstanding for the var-
sity sports program here at 
Bridgewater State. As can be 
seen by the number of 
banners already raised in the 
Kelly Gym signifying other 
years of accomplishments, 
t~e '83-84 ath.letic accomp-
lishments will add even more 




Off the bench, Bob O'Hal-
laran, Bob Sweeny, and John· -
Montagna have all made con-
tributions in pinch hitting and 
running roJes, as weH as hav-
ing spot starts. ~ 
This was the first season 
for the coaching staff of Gle~i 
C h a t t e rt r. o n a n d R o n 
McCarthy after the surprisa 
retirement of Coach Frep 
Brown. Both have done a 
good job, as 5 out of the 9 
losses have been lost in thif,.,,.. 
last inning, mostly on home 
runs, which a coach can't 
really prevent. . \ 
The fall season was high-
1 ighted by the women's 
sports with the field <h.ockey 
team winning.the ECAC Div-
ision Ill Championship (13-4-, 
3), and the volleyball team 
.(28-16) winning the MAS-
CAC championship and 
· qualifying for the ECAC Div-
ision Ill tournament for the 
~irst time ever. . 
The football team (4-5) 
·made a so-so season a little 
easier to swallow by winning 
the Cranberry Bowl (19-8}.for 
the second year in a row. 
The cross country teams 
The.women'!:} rugby team 
continued their undefeated 
streak by topping B.C. and 
tying the tJ.N.H. St. Pauli Girl 
rugby team. 
Against B.C~, the Bridge-. 
water growling scrum, led by 
Debbie T. ate Eagle meat for 
fifty minutes. Allison Petro-
chevich touched down ·the 
lone try for Bridgewater. 
Next season's game 
between. the two teams· will 
prove to be an interesting 
match, considering Bridgmm,_never failed. 
water has never before Scoring for Bridgewater 
defeated the egotistical was Mary Lou Mcintire and 
Eagles~ D~bbie"S.S.'' Remillard. Not 
At U.N.H., Bridgewater oily did the women ruggers 
faced their "toughest" opp.o- a d the best season ever, 
nent to date and fought back ( -0-1), but the nine 
from an 8-0 deficit at half- " , .B.'s" stole the worst party 
time to tie late in the second ever. 
half. Congratulations ladies on 
Considering the condition a super season! Shorts -
the lady ruggers arrived in, Please pay your dues!! 
and the size of their oppo- Remember - be kind to anim-
·nents, the team's attitude als - kiss a rugby player. 
The Bears have four games 
left and need to win all fourt°'*~ 
end above· ,,,.500. They play 
Wednesday against U. Mass-.-: 
Boston, on Friday at Rhode ·· 
lsla~d College, and 'Sunday 
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Bears Business Sports 
By Mike Storey 
With the semester soon 
coming to an end, also com-
ing to a close will be the 
spring spprts season for 
another year. 
Highlight of the spring has 
been the women's softball 
team, that have recorded the 
best season ever at BSC, 
going (20-4-1 ). They are 
MASCAC Champions (11-1) 
.. md are ranked #10 in the 
1ation for Division If I. 
This weekend the team 
!ravels to Eastern Connecti-
~t State to take them on in 
i h e N CA A N o rt h e as t-
Regional Tournament. The 
teams play a best out of three 
&eries with the winners tra-
veliog to DePere, Wisconsin, 
for the NCAA finals on May 
19-21. 
Fir.st year coaches Dede 
Enabenter and Bob Denise 
have done an outstanding job 
with a team that has only one 
senior graduating this year. 
Good luck this weekend, 
ladies! 
The men's baseball team 
(6-9} has had a tough season 
jn 1984. After having seven 
games postponed earlier in 
the year, and losing some 
close ballgames in the later 
innings, it was difficult for the 
·team to bounce back and 
play so many games back to 
back with only five pitchers 
on the staff. 
The ·team finishes up .their 
[ady Bears (Cont.) 
girls was phenorninal. Even . practice. The infield made 
lhough I have pointed out few, if any, errors. The team 
certain individuals in this arti- looks as if it can go all the way 
cle, this is a team that plays as if they keep up such hard 
B. team, and this is the main work! 
reason for their success. The team also helps each 
The team is optimistic other out, cheering each 
about this weekend, when other on, keeping team spir~ 
they play at Eastern Connec- its hi.gh. This is good for team 
ticut in a best-of-three series. morale and keeps 'the girls 
3ame one is Friday and then psyched and on their toes. As 
3 double-header will be long as the girls keep hus-
:>layed on Saturday (the . tling, I see no reason why 
3econd game on that day will they can't win. Go, lady 
Je played only if. necessary). bears! But keep up the hard 
season this Saturday afhome 
against Mass. Maritime at 
1 :OO p.m. Come out and give 
the g_uys some support. 
The ·women's track team 
gears up for their final meet 
of the year this weekend 
when they travel to Fitchburg 
State for the · Division 111 
Easterns. 
Two members of the 
squad, Andrea Brousaides 
and Cindy Lindh, have 
already qualified for the 
NCAA national meet in Min-
nesota. This is the last 
chance for the rest to qualify 
for their try to Northbridge. 
The men's tennis team fin-
ished the year at (3-7). Even 
though th.eir record#was not · 
qreat, coach Steve Novak 
Laura Rota, Deb Skomiro, work too! 
2nd Chr\s R:usse\\;'tt:\e·,:~r;ti.1·~ , · ri:~ei"1~&~"0i:" ,.~,•~•~••1•••• 
ng outfielders, were throw- when he noted, "There's no 
ng bullets in to home plate in easy price for winning." A Sampson swing 
seemed very satisfied with 
his team's efforts. With a 
good nucleus returning as 
well as the coach for a 
change the fall season could 
prove promjsing for this 
progran:i. 
The women's lacrosse 
team suffered another dis-
heartening year going (1-'8). 
Th is team may have been 
short on talent with most of 
their opponents but not in 
spirit. Well, at least Pine 
Manor won't forget us. 
lntramurals 
The championship games 
for both softball and street 
hockey are this week. All 
champions should go to the 
intramural office to pick up 
their T-shirts. 
The Heritage Week ·Triath-
lon postponed from last Fri-
day will take place this 
Friday, May 11 at 3:00 p.m:_ 
Students can sti II enter up 
until then. Applicat_ions are 
available in the intramural 
office. If you don't wish to 
compete, come over behind 
the gym and cheer your fel-
low students on. 
· Kelly Gym 
The Kelly Gym and poql 
will be closed for recreation 
for the remamder of the ye.ar 
as of Monday, May 14. It will 
reopen in September, 1984. 
Well, I hope everyone does 
well on their exams. Have a - · 
good summer and we'll see 
you· in September. Go nuts, 
you only live once! 




ian.d squad and h;:iving coach-
Jack Johnson named New 
England "Rookie Coach of 
the Year". . 
The gymnastics team (4-3) 
placed fourth in the New 
England Division 111 Cham-
By Steve O'Brien 
Th i s .pa st .'Week e n d .: 
se\ected· members of the 
B.S .. C. men1s track team tra-
velled to Bowdoin College. in· 
Freeport, .Maine .... for the 
NCAA New England Track 
and 'Field Champiqnships~ 
a·ualifying through com-
petitionsheld throughout the 
season, the B.S.C. New Eng-
lands teams consisted of 
Mike· Perry; ·Tom Duggain, 
Glen Peterson, Scott Arse-
nalt, Ed Bombardle.r. . f.~ ;~~~t~·;~~ .meet was the 
Yakola afid .· Ci.l~e·rnat . . \ , >'~<trunnlnQ g'f the 4 X4~~·team of 
Brennan and Ben A'Swede11 Perry~ A:n:~enalt, Y~kola, c;lnd 
Gustafson. Bombardier. . . 
ScottYakola.ran in a tough Thi~ was the final meet for 
heat in . the steeplechase, the- men's team this year. This 
while the 4 X 100 meter team was the best season overall in 
·(Perry, Peterson, Duggan, quite a while, and work. by 
Bombardier) placed seventh coaches John . Laverty, Bill · 
with a time of 44.9 seconds. MacKinnoli and all oftheath-
.. Running in the 800 meters, letes and trainers brought 
. Freshman Ed Bombardier this success. The future 
placed second with a time .of looks quite well if the team 
1 :57 .45 seconds and. became keeps building its strengths. 
an All New England. Special thanks should also 
be given to Senior Trainer 
Stacy Rondeau, a great per-
son to have as a team trai ne·r. 
Stacy has been an instru-. 
mental factor ih injury prev~ 
· ention and repair of the track 
athletes tflis season, and he 
has also been a. source of 
motivation and humor. But if · 
there is a place where ne is 
best known (and seen), it 
should be in the "Rat Hall of 
Famen. 
Continued p. 19 
pi6nships and sent five com- BS c · h J ~~:~:r~~~~~si::0 w::e:~ · · · · Super At ietes 
softball team came out of Below is a list of BSGstudent athletes who won post-season . . . . . · · 
nowhere to capture the MAS- honors in the 1983-84 athletic season: ence (MASCAC), NE Coaches All. Star team 
CAC Championship and be Fall Season 2. Cathy Baker - ECACAllStar team, All Conference (MAS-
·invited to the NCAA Division I. Football CAC), NE Coaches All Star team · . 
~ti! Regional tournament. 1 .. Steve Baillargion - All Conference (guard)· 3. Jody Collicutt - ECAC. All Star ·team, All Conference 
::. J"he men's and women's 2. Mitch Degere - All Conference' (def. back) (MASCAC) 
track 'teams have improved ~ 3. Mark Ambrose - MVP, Cr~nberry Bowl II. Women'.s Swimming 
greatly from last year in both 11. Cross Country 1. Kim Hill - NEWISDA qualifier (diving) 
·indiVldual talent and depth, 1. Dan Murphy - All Conference (MASCAC), All New Eng-Ill. Wrestling . 
s~nding at least two to the land Div. Ill, NCAA qualifier 1. Tom Devin - MIT tourney champion 
~C_AA National meet. . - 2. Scott Yakola - All Conference (MASCAC) 2. Greg Wilson -All New England 
. ·Sq you. see a lot has been 3. Tom Keating - All Conference (MASCAC) 3. Kevin .Gardener - All New England. 
'happening ar.ound' here this . 4. Andrea Brousaides - All East (ECAC), All New England IV. "Men's Swimming a 
y~ar;. i;lnd the future promises Div. 111, NCAA qualifier 1. Rick Sarson - NCAA qualifier (1650), Bill Taft Memorial ~ 
t.o b.~ eyen better in all sports 5. Lauren -Daughty - All East (ECAC), All New England Div. recipient · . . · 
·conc.e·rn~d" With all these Ill . 2. Brian O'Neil - NCAA qualifier (100 fly) 
~hampio~ships that BSC has ,Ill. Volleyball V. Gymnastics . 
acpumulated and will accum- 1. Cindy Cavanaugh - All Conference (MASCAC) 1. Cindy Parlee - ECAC qualifier (all around) 
~late, .an extension to the· 2. Ellen Chevalier - ECAC"qualifier {vault) 
"'lfJalL of Fame'' m~y have to Winter Season · 3. Chris Anderson -·· ECAC qualifier (floor) 
be considered in the not too I. Women's Basketball 4. Eleanor Plotner - ECAC, qualifier (bars) 
, ·:distant future. , · 1. JoAnne Runae - ECAC .Rookie of the Year. All Confer- 5. Gina Gallerani - ECAC.qualifier (beam) 
ROK Smith -
By Steve O'Brien 
As I wait for my turn to play 
table tennis in the college 
game room, my mind drifts 
off into another dimension. 
I imagine myself standing 
in the corner of an arena in a 
large sports complex in 
China. The lights are dimmed 
and a hush falls over the 
crowd. A single spotlight 
focuses on the ping-pong 
table in the center of the 
·arena. 
There is ·a loud roar as the 
Chinese champion, Xiu Ping, 
is announced. He walks to 
the table and stands in the 
small splash of white light. 
Then the crowd is silent 
again. 
The announcer struggles 
in broken English: "From-
... the .. United .. States of..Am-
erica Rok Smith." 
There. is a clap here and 
there. I don't care if they don't 
applaud. Here I am, walking 
to the table. Brown leather 
jacket, yellow T-shirt, Adidas 
sneakers, worn-out jeans-
... nothing can stop me now. 
I arrive at the table, and go 
through some warmup exer-
cises. I crack my knuckles, 
flick back my hair, and I'm all 
set. 
The match begins. We 
stare cold and hard at each 
other for several moments, 
then he serves. I counter with 
a powerful return that sends 
him reeling. He looks at meas 
if to say, "Nice shot, but that's 
your last." He scored the next 
point. 
Five minutes pass. Ten 
minutes. It is seven to sev·en. I 
beQin to sweat. Power serve 
by Ping, tough return by me. 
Volleys of fifty returns were 
common. 
Ten more minutes pass. 
The game ends with Xru-fl:fng 
returning the ball. at 90 m.p.h. 
I dove for it and returned it to 
the pointed corner of his side, 
where it bounced away. I win, 
21-19. 
I rub my fingernails on my 
shirt and blow on them 
quickly.· 
I walk away. 
The crowd is not on my 
side. They curse me as I leave 
the arena. But I just walk at 
my own pace, think my own 
thoughts. I am Rok Smith, 
outcast from society. 
Walking to my car, I kick a 
broken glass bottie out of my 
way. The night is very dark, 
but the air is clean ... for 
China. 
Thursday, M~y 10, 1984. 1:he Com,ment 
(' ~ ~ I _• ' ' 
the legend 
begins 
"Ahh. There is my car," I 
say to myself. You en see it, 
can't you? Over there. Volks-
wagen bus. Red Volkswagen 
bus. On the back panel of the 
passenger side is written, in 
large white ·retters, "Que 
Sera, Sera". 
I get in. The engine starts 
smoothly, as usual. There are 
no problems. Th is is the ulti-
mate vehicle (except for 
maybe a .purple BMW). I 
make my travels in this bus. I 
travel around the world, 
defeating sports legel}ds at 
their own ·sports, in every 
country. I am Rok Smith, out-
cast from society,. 
Leaving the parking lot, I 
travel down the long, lonely 
road; a road that wi II lead me 
along to my destiny. Where 
that it, I don't know. All I know 
is that it's 11:30 on a dark and 
warm Chinese night. And I'm 
tired. I pull over five kilome-
ters up the road and sleep. 
There is a tap on my 
shoulder. "Steve, it's your 
turn to play your match now." 
I experience the feeling of 
confusion that everyone 
faces when moving from 
non-reality to reality. 
"Who are you calling 
Steve," I say. "My name is 
Rok Smith, .outcast from 
society." 
"Come on," the voice calls. 
"Just play your match for the 
tournament." 
I am now fully awake and 
back to being myself again~~­
But I don't wantto face reality 
now. I have to get back and 
be Rok Smith again. 
To be continued ... 
SPORTS 
Coach Thimas watching over her team 
Track 
(cont) 
This coming weekend the 
women's team will be travel-
ling to Fitchburg State Col-
lege for the Easterns meet. 
Two weeks laterr those who 
qualified (Cindy -undh, 
Andrea Broussaides) will be 
competing in the NCAA Div-
ision 111 National Champion-
ships in Northbridge, 
Minne~ota. 
P.S.: Be sure also to watch 
former BSC star Debbie 
Mueller as she vies for a spot · 
on the U.S. Women's Olym-
pic marathon team during the 
Olympic trials. The meet will 
be televised live on Saturday 
at .2:00, Channel . 12, from 
Olympia •. Washington. 
Sports 
Etc ... 
The men's BSC lacrosse 
team went undefeated for the 
spring season, ending Tues'.'" 
day with a 5-4 win over Mass. 
Maritime. The team also 
defeated MIT, Roger Willi-
ams College, and Dean Jun-
i or College en route to a 4-0 
record. 
The team saw some great 
coaching and stick work by 
Scott Lauzon and .Jay Gal"". 
lag.er t'o name a few. 
A special thanks goes out 
to the coaching staff (led by 
Scott), and all other-members 
of the .. club from the Presi-' 
dent, Pete Santerre. 
On Behalf of The 
Entire Sports Staff: 
Enjoy Your 
. ' 
t;et .•auy 1or next season? Uonahrie Photo. 
'Summer 
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